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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
ll the news that's fit to pritit
 HOPKINSVIIME, CHRISTIAN COUNTY,KENTUCKY0FRIDAY. ,FEBRUARY 22 , .91
LOVING CUPS HERE FLAMES WERE FATAL DAY TO DAY
i From Thursday's Daily)
For a white it, was mud, then dust
anti new it is mud again on the
streets of Hopliinsville, due to the
fall of snow last night which has al-
most entirely disappeared now.
This was the prettiest snow of the
winter, the fences, boughs of the
trees, ect. bearing a heavy covering
of the beautiful.
HANDSOME TROPHIES FOR BAS- DEATH RELIEVES SUFFERINGS
KETBALL LEAGUE (IF LITTLE GIRL.
On Display at Forbes M'f'g And An_ Daughter 
of Mr.
derson & Cos.—Fourth Game
Tomorrow Night
(From a Thursday's Daily
Theloving cups which were do-
oated by the Forbes Manufacturing
aotnpany and J. H. Anderson & Co.,
a; trophies in the basket ball league,
a -rived yesterday and are by far the
handsomest articles of the kind ever
brought to Hopkinsville. In order-
ing these cups the selection was
carefully made and the very best
tiality specified as these two firms
'lever do things by halves, and in
this instance decided that the best
was none too good.for the contesting
teams.
Both cups stand thirteen inches
high, and each is mounted on a
handsome ebonzied base. The cup
offered by the Forbes Manufactur-
ing company, and which has their
name inscribed across its face, is al-
inscribed "First Team" and will
therefore be contested by the heav-
ier teams of the league. The cup is
more nearly round than the other
and has three handles,. these being
of genuine stag horn which gives it
an unusual but most attractive fin-
ish. This cup is inscribed in Latin,
"Vobiscum si Vincitis Manebo;"
which translated means "I will re-
main with you if you will conqver."
The other is hexagon shaped ,and
has two handles, these being genu-
ine ebony instead of the stag horn.
cross this cup appears the name of
he donors "J. H. Anderson & Co."
while a silver label attached to the
base on which it stands bears the
words "Second Team," this being
the prize which wilt be offered to
the lighter teams. This cup bears
the motto, also in Latin, "Bis Viii-
it qui se Vincit in Victoria," which
translated is "He conquers twice
Who conquers himself in victory."
.; Both of these cups are of the very
best grade quadruple silver plate
and are gold lined. They are now
on display in the show windows of
the firms who donated them.
On account of the receipt of the
cups added interest will be taken in
the fourth game of the kagne season
which will be played tomorrow night
at the South Kentucky college gym-
nasium. The contesting teams will
be the first teams of South Kentucky
'end, Co. D., and the Public High
.st'sool and the second South Ken-
ky Both teams will be on
iheir mettle and fast and exciting
games can J:ke expected. Twenty-
live cents admits one to both games.
A Card.
I desire to relitith iny'LhaOks to the
good people of my neighborhood for
the kinduess shown me during the
last illness of my beloved wife. '
John Crunk.
Who are Hopkinsville Lumber Co?
(Inc) It might be to your interest to
get acquainted with them if you ex-
pect to do any building, plumbing
or tia work. Both phones. d3t
.42 TABERNACLE ar
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Wills Dies at the Home of
Her Parents.
( From Thursday's Daily )
Lula Jennie, the sixteen months
old daughter of Mraend Mrs. George
Wills, died last night from the ef-
fects of burns received early Mon-
day morning. The child's Clothing
is supposed to have caught fire from
a paper which another child had
stuck into the fire. When discover-
ed the little girl's dress was ablaze
and before it could be extinguished
she was terrible burned.
The body will be interred in Hope-
well cemetary in the city this after-
noon.
MRSI THAW WEEPS
Harry Changed Her Ideas of Morality,
She Says.
i
NEW YORK. Feb. 21.--Jerome
severe cross-
examination of Mrs. Harry Maw
who admitted that her relations
with Stanford 'White continued a
month after her first experience in
his rooms. Mrs. Thaw wept AN she
told her story.
She said her mother forced her to
write to White from Europe and
also forced her to go out with White.
She said that on several occasions,
when with White, she had too much
wine.
Mrs. Thaw stated that Harry
Thaw was responible for the changes
in her ideas of morality.
KENTUCKY CASE.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 21.—At-
torney Deltnas has sent to, Clerk
Morgan Chinn, of the court of ap-
peal for the copy of the decision in
the Shipp vs. Kentucky case, rend-
ered yesterday and involving many




The two hoboes who were given
such a beating by councilman E. H.
Armstrong Tuesday afternoon were
sent to Nashville yesterday where
Wagner, the one whose eye was put
out, will try to secure admission •to
a hospital so AS to have the, injury
treated. The other man was allow-
ed to go along to,although there was
a charge registered against him, so
as to care for his almost blind corn-
elknion. The city paid their fare.
EXCELLENT PROGRAM.
The Norristown, Pa., Register
says of the Kellogg-Haines Singing
Party which will appear at the tab-
ernacle February 27:
"The Kellogg-Haines Singing Par-
ty rendered a most excellent pro-
gram last evening at the Grand
opera house. Over on,e thousand
people were present and gave evi-
dence of their appreciation not only
by the applause but by their good
word at the close of the entertain-
ment.
The company of five members
rendered a mixed program of oper-
atic selections. The feature of the
evening was the helection from
"Dolly Varden" in gorgeous cos-
tume. The attendance and program




Will Jones is in bad with the police
on account of a warrant which was
sworn out against him charging him
with breaking into the house of
Louella Redd and stealing therefrom
the sum of $1.85 in lawful coin of the
United States, which the woman had
laid aside.
Where is the shrine, only forty
years old, that is visited by fifty
thousand Christian pilgrim a month
many of whom are undoubtedly
cured of sreat affictious? See Stod-
dard Lett7ttres.
Mr. Moses L Eli) had a charming
birthday banquet given him last
night by Mrs. Elb. Never mind
which anniversary it was; he has
robbed Time of a goodly number of
years, and doesn't look a day over
thirty-eight. It was a surprise par-
ty and a round dozen of Mr. Elb's
friends, invited by his wife, assem-
blel at the residence at six o'clock
and sat down to a sumptuous dinner.
The occasion was a most enjoyable
one. Those present were: Col.
Jouett Henry, John T. Edmunds.
Dr. Miltoillioard, S. Sacks. John B.
Russell, Claude R. Clark, T. C. Un-
derwood, Max Moayon, Douglas
Bell, Dr. Howe Wallace, Ed J.
Duncan, James Watson, J. D. Rus-
sell.
••••••••••••••
The largest pair of shoes ever
brought to. Hopkinsville are on ex-
hibition at Peach's shoe store. These
shoes are perfect in every respect
and are made out of the finest pat-
ent leather. Thcy arc number six-
teens on a double E last and are
enormous. They will be given to•the
person whose feet they Will fit.
George U. Peden and Miss Neva
J. White were married last night at
the bride's home near Pembroke,the
ceremony being pronounced by Rev.
W. H. Vaughn, of Fairview. Li-
cense has also been issued for • the
marriage of Ernest E. Myers to Miss
latch Scates, a popular young cou-
ple of the Crofton vicinity.
An announcement was made yes-
terday by President Mackey of the
Postal company that the company
had authorized an increase of ten
per cent. in the salaries of all opera-
tors, it attic chiefs, wire chiefs, and
managers in the in United States.
4••••11110
Congressman Owsley Stanley has
notified friends. of Adrian Hum-
phries, of this city, that he will ati-
point the young man either to ie. ca-
detship at West Point or at Annapo-
lis. Young Humphries is a bright
and worthy young man.
COMPLIMENT PAID
To B. G. Nelson. of Imperial, and J.
W. Daniel, of Stemming Room.
Mr. Editor: Please allow space in
your valuable paper for us to ex-
press our gratitude to Mr. Gordon
Nelson for his scrupulous honesty
and fair dealing to everybody and
especially members of our race. He
is a true friend to us snd we com-
mend him to the world, as not only
one of the best tobacco men in the
business, but a gentleman in every
sense of the word. We beg to ex-
press our thanks to Mr. J. W. Dan-
iel for his•good and fair dealing to
all of us. Long and prosperous may
the lives of Messrs. Nelson and Dan-
iel be.
Laborers of the Imperial
Co.
this morning and will be in charge
of the services at the First Presby-
terian church this evening.
The service Tuesday evening eon-
ducted by the Rev. George McPher-
son touched especially the spiritual
phase of preparation for a revival 2
and met with a hearty response by W
the congregation. The speaker in- •
dicated some of the obstacles to the
joy of salvation and of the necessity
of their removal before the fitness of us
God's blessing could be expeCted.
Mr. Birch conducted a short evan-
gelistic meeting in the city some six
years ago and the people were so
highly pleased with his work that •
he has been invited to lead them in •
another campaign and great things •
are expected during these two
weeks. A cordial invitation is ex- AImy
tended to all.
Sunday afternoon at 2:30, Mr.







Well Known Broker Passes Away In
WILL BE IN CHARGE OF TONIGHT'S
SERVICE
Conducted an Evangelistic Meeting
ER
VOLUME XXVI, NO. 12
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. ( From Thursday's Daily) •










Mrs. Ike Hart left yesterday for
Cincinnati, to join her husband and
will visit friends for several weeks.
Dr. E. N. Fruit is confined to his
home with grip.
Miss Tony Ware has returned
from a visit of several weeks in In-
dian Territory.
Buck Steward, of Hopkinsville,
was in the city today. . Mr. J. C.
Duffy, of Hopkinsville, was in the
city today.. . Mr. Buck Dygen, of
Hopkinsville, was in the city today.




Mrs. Sophia, Stanley Chambers,
aged E51. an aunt of Congressman
Owsley.Stanly, died of heart failure
at Shelbyville Wednesday.





CINOINNATI, 0., Feb. 21. —Wm. a
J. Odell,president of the Odell Corn-
mission company, and one of the ;
best known brokers in the West.diedi ;
at the Annex of the Good Samaritan
Hospital here following an operation
for appendicitis performed several ;
days ago. The deceased was 50
years of age, and came to this city ;
from Charleston, S. C. His wealth ;
Is estimated at $5,000,000.
New
uarters
Cor. Main 10th Sits






























Our business is growing every year and we expect
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices and a
square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public.




Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
new quarters look, price our goods and we think you
will help us make 1907 a record-breaker.
I Inc() rp rtt I ed I








411 EVER SHOWN IN CHRISTIAN COUNTY
O WE HAVE BEEN RECEIVING VEHICLES for the past thirty days and if you want to see
• something STR.CTLY UP-TO-DATE and the- VERY NEWEST STYLES on -the market, we invite
you to visit our REPOSITORY and inspect the line.
Vehicles
4: We have the QUANTITY and we have BOUGHT THEM RIGHT
: We have the QUALITY and we are going to SELL THEM RIOT
• Wg have CONFIDENCE in 
the good taste of the people of this COMMUNITY. and we believe
OA they will demand and buy just as good and stylish vehicles as any folk in the state; hence when
our buyer was in the East he made his purchases along side of those buyers who are known as the
4 "city buyers," so he got the BEST STYLES GOING IN STANHOPES, BUGGIES, PARK WA-
UONS, ROAD WAGONS, PHAETONS, HIGH WHEEL CUT UNDER RUNABOUTS,
• STRAIGT AND CUT-UNDER SURREYS AND CARRIAGES.
• We don't want a lady or gentleman te visit Hopkinsville without calling and inspecting our
• 
• EXCLUSIVE STYLES. If you don't want to buy, may be your neighbor does, and you can do
• him a favor
 by telling him where to go for STYLE AND QUALITY.
O We sell the CELEBRATED COLUMBUS, MORRIS. WOODHI'LL, TROY and other
O Halted products.
On all rubber tired jobs we put on the tires in OUR FACTORY and use exclusively the BEST
• 
9 
RUBBER ON THE MARKET, the Kelley Springlield Rubber Tire, which stands for QUALITY
wherever known.
We have recently engaged the services of Mr. J. A. Sprouse, who is a vehicle man of long ex-
• perience, having had fifteen years experience in this line. He has charge of our Vehicle Department
• and we hope you will pa' him a call and let him show you through our COMPLETE LINE OF EV-










WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 12.----
Asa rule. funeral oratory in 1:on-
gress is supine on the dead level of
the commonplace, the conventional,
and the perfunctory, but, like most
things, it has its exceptions, and
there are in the vast mass of words
and words known as congressional
eulogies many fine specimens of true
eloquence. Thomas F. Marshall on
Richard Menafee, Richard Manatee
on Henry Clay, Charles Sumner on
Garret Davis, L. Q. C. Lamar on
Charles Sumner, George F. Hoar on
Cushman K. Davis, Henry Cabot
Lodge on George F. Hoar, and John
J. Ingalls on Benjamin H. Hill are
only a few that are familiar to the
readers of the Congressional Record.
It was in the, Fifty-fourth Congress
that Thomas B. Reed sought to abol-
ish the practice, and during his en-
tire service in the House of Repre-
sentatives, a continuous period of
twenty years, Mr. Reed never de-
liv 3red a speech on such an occasion.
William R. Morrison felt the same
way about it, and when, in the
sForty- fifth or Forty-sixth Congress,
he was supposed to be on his d th-
bed, he requested Proctor Knot and
John Randolph Tucker to have the
hammer promptly fall on Springer
after he had spoken twenty minutes,
and to prevail on Dick Townsend
not to speak at all, if possible; but
Morrison got well, still lives, though
Springer and Townsend long ago
were gathered to their fathers. Reed
was balked in his effort to abolish en
logies by a then member from Dela-
ware, a Methodist preacher, an able,
brilliant, accomplished man of the
name of Willis, whose speech against
the proposed rule was a masterpiece
of its kind. I believe the Rev. Willis
was engulfed in the wave of Addick-
sism that swept over Delaware. He
. was the best thing in a political way,
that haacome out of Delaware since
Bayard and Gray.
' I have read some of the eulogies
pronounced on the late Senator Bate,
of Tennessee. That of Mr. Carmack
in the Senate was notable for the
opening paragraph, a perfect speci-
men of English and beautiful tor the
sentiment therein expressed. Gen.
Grosvenor's speech in the House was
valuable as a contribution to history
and a shrewd military criticism of
Hood's advance on Nashville; it was
also a splendid tribute to the mem-
ory of Tennessee's dead hero.
But the best of the lot was that de-
livered by Owsley Stanley of Ken-
tucky, in the House of Representa-
tives. This young Stanley is a manys
sided inau,AirtIltne_many and varied
experieacs5s. He is bountifully en-
doweg, with that rare gift, iniagina-
, tiow Nay, lie may, without pre-'
strmption, lay claim to that danger-
ous gift, giknius, and he harkenetliptol
the admonition of the preacher,
"Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,
do it with thy might." That, and
that only, is the key to success, if
your hand lays hold on the right
thing; and ofttinies it does not.
WEDS MRS. KATHERINE HEATH
OF NEW YORK.
Former Hopkinsville Boy Who S'ands
High In U. S. Marine Service
• (From Friday's Daily)
Captain Logan Feland, formerly
of this city and Mrs. Katharine
Heath, of Ne*i York City, were
married in New York yesterday af-
ternoon. Captain Feland is a son of
Mrs. Sallie Feland and a brother of
Mr. John Feland. He .has been in
the United States marine corps since
the close of the Spanish-American
war. After returning from Cuba
with the Owensboro military com-
pany Captain Feland enlisted in the
marine corps and was given the rank
of lieutenant. Since that time he
has risen to the rank of captain.
Captain Feland has many friends in
HopkinsVille and elsewhere in Ken-
tucky. Mrs. Heath is a beautiful '
and accomplished woman and is
popular in New York and Wa.shing-
ton society. Following the wedding
Captain and Mrs. Feland will return
to Norfolk. Va., where Captain Fe-
land is assigned to. duty on the ,
steamship Minnesota. •
Stanley is the son' of a Confederate
veteran, now a miuister of the gospel
at Campbells.ville, Ky., who came
out of the war with no estate, but
duty -well performed in the camp
and duty gallantly performed in the
field. The future congressnlan was
born in l867 and he is one of the fain
ous Owsley family that has contri-
buted to make so rich the history of
the old commonwealth. He acquir-
ed a classical education under great
difficulties, and his inveterate. taste
for reading and retentive memory
made him an accomplished scholar
e're he was 30, Like so many of his
line, he chose the law for a profes-
sion, and as an aid to the study of
medical jurisprudence he took a
course in a leadiag medical univer-
sity of the Ohio valley. As a trial
lawyer he has no superior in allKen-
tucky, if success be the test of merit.
He is a master of detail, and his ad-
versary at the bar must always be
ready to meet a consummate strate-
gist and one [who is master of [the
minutest particular of the case be-
fore the court.
George Gilbert, who represents
the Eighth 'Kentucky, and Owsley
Stanley, of the Second Kentucky,
have stored in their capacious mem-
ories as many of the curios of his-
toric fact:and literary fancy as any
other two Men in congress,and there
Is not a man in either branch of the
national legislature who cannot
learn something of these men. Stan-
ley, if he held the acquisition of
money as the sole end or the chief
end of life, would soon be a million-
aire. He is a jack of many trades,
and, stranger than all, he is good at
all.
Stanley's eulogy of Bate is a fin-
ished production and a tribute to the
Saxon race. Bate was of the cream
of the south and the south is of the
cream of the Saxon people. He
went back and quoted from Tacitus
wno saw in the Saxon of 2,000 years
ago what every one behold in the
Saxon of the twenty centuries later.
He. quoted the magnificent pas-
sage from Toine in 'eulogy of the
Saxon wife, and traced her down
from German forest to southern
plantation, through all the ages ex-
tending from Julius Caesar to Robt.
E. Lee. since the death of Henry
VIII, two and a half centuries ago,
there has been no struggle between
prerogative and liberty, between the
nobles and the commons, that priv-
ilege was not defeated, and never a
victory of the lot that was not the
work of the %axon in -the English-
man.
The passage in the speech that is
most admired is the following trib-
ute to the dEad senator. It is an
ele6ant sample of eloquence and
rhetoric:
"As illustrative of this fine idea of
duty whieli ran in sunlight and
shadow through all the life of Wil-
liam Bate, and as illustrative of its
hold upon the race, I would recount
a touching incident told of the battle
of Cressy. It is said that when the
gay and festive chivalry of France
had dashed themselves to pieces
against the fixed and immovable
English columns, when the mailed
hand of Edward XIII had crushed
Into the mire and blood of the en-
sanguined field the fleur de Ifs of
France, that the blind King of Bo-
hemi6, tinwilling.to listen to the wail
of disaster and defeat, unwilling to
survive his companions, had his
horse bound fast and tight to a
charger upon either Side, and be-
tween his trusty courtiers, guided
by the turnioii and and thunder of
the fight, dashed to deitth. When
night came and the pale Moon looked
down upon 30,000 slain, they found
three horses standing like silent sen-
tinels and three dead riders at their
feet, and between his companions,
with the seal of death upon his blind
eyes, lay the brave old King of Bo-
hemia.
"A white tri-plumed crest dappled
In blood still clung to his dauntlese
brow, and on it was inscribed the
simple motto, 'Ich.dien'—I serve. It
tbrilled five centuries of English his-
tory past and rang. through a thou-
sand years of civilization yet to
come. The most material of Eng-
land's kings reverently lifted that
simple crest and placed it. as a
deathless laurel, upon the brow' of
his first-born son; and today, more
precious than all the trophies wrung
from Poictiers, Agincourt. or Water-
loo, high above all the bloody swords
and battered shields and tattered
banners taken in a thciusand yeatis
of conquest., that has girded the
earth and mastered the sea, old
England still holds aloft that tri-
plumed crest as the proud insignia
of all her princes yet inborn and all
uncrowned kings.
"I could write upon the tomb of
William B. Bate, with truth and
with sincerity the motto of the
Prince of Wales and the dead Bohe-
mian King—I serve. One single in-
cident in his life portrays in rare and
radiant colors his flawless devotion
to duty. Wounded at Shiloh, his
horse shot under him at Chickamau-
ga, wounded again before Atlanta,
ragged,emaciated,raeked with pain,
with palid face and thin lips set,you
see that heroic figure on his crutches
amid his companions in arms. It
was at this time that there came to
him the tempting offer of civic hon-
ors, of ease and wealth and fame.
Unsolicited, a grateful and trusting
people laid at his feet the chief ma-
gistracy Of a sovereign state. The
old soldier was immovable. Setting
his face like a flint toward the foe,
whom Ile knew was destined to ulti-
mate victory, he took in his manly
arms his wretched companions and
sent back to those who would tempt
him, with office or power that mes-
sage which shall thrill all Tennes-
seeans in the centuries yet to come
"I shall accept no civic honor as
long as an enemy of. Tennessee de-
.
secretes her soil."
There is iii rich of the sentimental
in.that passage, and it would not ap-
peal fo a man like Thaddeus Aev-
ens, or Thomas B. Reed, or William
R. Morrison. The charge of the
Light Brigade — not Tennyson's
charge, but Cardigan's; the battle,
not the poem—was only a military
sentimentalism, but it has been an
invaluable milita, y wait of the Brit-
ish Empire for half a century. What
a 'dull old world this would be if
there was noseetiment. There would
be no honor in man nor chastity in
woman. The glory of Trafalgar was
was incaleulablY augmented by Nel-
son's thrilling signal. Though he
fell.nt the head of his file on a gory
field more that 100 years ago, the
first natne on the roll of an immor-
tal regiment of the French line is La
Tour d'Auvergne, "Le premier gre-
nadier de France," and it Is an in-
spiration to every private in the
French army.
It is sentiment, pure sentiment;
but it is worth more to that wonder-
ful people than any victory of
Conde, or Terrene, er'SSaxe. There
is not an Englishman .who'would not
sooner see the Dreadnought founder
than to wake up some morn to find
that Nelson's glorious old victory
was utterly destrosyed.. We feel the
same sentiment when- we 'think of
the old Constitution. that brought
more glory to the American pros ess
than any other dozen vessels of eith-
er the old navy or the new.
He that sneers at the sentimental
in man's breast is like • the base In-
dian who threw a pearl away richer
than all his tribe. It was a senti-
ment that moved the rich Hampden
to deny his king a few shillings of
ship money. It' was a sentiment
that stirred ,the breast of Patrick
Henry when he conjured the storm
that brought on its wings the Amer-
ican revolution. Without sentiment
this world would be peopled with
Gladgrinds, that would substitute
the multiplication table for "Ham-
let" and tare and fret for "Paradise
Lost."
But. there is as much prose as poet-
ry in Owsley Stanley. He is as
practical as he is sentimental, ' as
courageous as he is brilliant. Last
autumn he took his political life in
his hand and defied and assailed the
most tyrannical, the most unscrupu-
lous, the best intrenched political
macMne any state in tie union has
ever known, not excepting Pennsyl-
vania; and he not only survived but
he emerged from the strife victor.
.Preferment would be valueless to
such a man if purchased at the price
of his indefonidence and self-respect.
Stanley's place is the bar, of which
he could easily be a leader in any
state of the union. But he has a
taste for politics, and ten years from
now, I confidently predict, his name
will be familiar all over this union.
—Nashville Banner.
DO YOU GET UP ! BRAIN CONGESTION
MUN" WANTS
TO TRY ANOTHER TRIP.
WITH A LAME BACK?,
Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
papers is sure to know of the wonderful
, cures made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-
Root, the great kid-
ney, liver and blad-
der remedy.
It. is the great med-




by Dr: Kilmer, the
eminent kidney and
I specialist, and is wonderfully
7.7e; 
successful in promptly cur rig nrc back,
uric acid, catarrh Of th- 1,1a Ider and
Bright's Disease, which tie worst
form of kidney trouble.
• Dr..Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not rec-
ommended' for everything but if von have
kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be
found just the remedy you need. It has
been tested in so many ways, in hospital
work and in private practice, and has
proved, so successful in every case that a
special arrangement has bee- n made by
which all readers of this paper, who have
not already tried it, may have a sample
bottle sent free by mail, also a book tell-
ing more about Swamp-Root, and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trou-
ble, When writing mention reading this
generous offer in this paper and send your
addres;to Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton,
N. V. The regular
fifty-cent and one-
Home of Swamp-Root.dollar size bottles are
sold by all good drtrggists. Don't make
any mistake, but remember the name,
Swamp-Root, Dr. Kihner's Swamp-Root,
and the address, Binghamton, N. X' on
every bottle.
CASTOR I A Soe elega
nt breeders at half price
to
m
 make room for youngsters. Here's
For Infants and Children. your chance to get the famous
fhe Kind You Hare Always Bought 





TRY YARDS. Cumberland' Phone
718.
Formerly Resided In Hookinsville
. Where Her Friends Were Legion —
PADUCAH, Ky., Feb. 16.—Mrs.
Birdie Fowler Campbell died yester-
day at 3:15 o'clock after a brief ill-
ness of complications following con-
gestion of the brain.
She was one of the most beloved
young women in the city, and her
death caused universal sorrow. All
social events announced for the
week have been called in.
Mrs. Campbell was married in Oc-
tober, 1891, to John P. Campbell, of
Hopkinsville: She leaves one son,
John P. Campbell, Jr.. her mother,
Mrs. Laura Fowler, and one broth-
er, Saunders A. Fowler, of this city.
All were with her when the end
came. Mrs. Mary Campbell, of
Winchester, Va., was also at her
bedside.
I am now prepared with all proper
blanks to execute claims for pen-
sions and increase of pensions under
.NEW AGE LAW, approved Feb. 6,
907. All soldiers of civil and Mexi-
can wars,62 years of age allowed $12;
at 70 years $16; 76 years and over
$20 per month.
T. E. LAWSON,
Notary Public, Welt 7th street,
Hopkinsville, Ky. d. 3t. w. 3t.
EARLINGTON, Ky., Feb. re—
"WaolkIng Mun" Wilson, as he will
be known always because of having
tramped to Frankfort from Madis-
onville last winter, has announced
as a candidate for the legislature
from this county. Mr. Wilson says
he will make a thorough canvas of
the county and hopes to talk to ev-
erybody in it by' the .time the pri-
mary is held on May It Mr. Wil-
son made an excellent record in the
last session of the general assembly,
being especially active in support of
a child labor bill and other laws per-
taining to labor.
EXTRA MONEY—Can be earned
by every young man living on the
farm who has a few leisure hours
each day. Good chance to secure a
permanent position with an old re-
liable firm. We want a good man
in your locality at once. Write to-
day for full Oarticulars. /
GEO. W. DIENER MFG. CO.
83 West Lake St., Chicago.
- wie 
LAND SURVEYS—We make sur-
veys of farms, and maps, showing
all division fences, roads, water
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex-
act number of acres in each field
Old or indefinite property lines
found. Our prices are-reasonable
and the absolute aacUracy% of the
work is guaranteed. Meacham En-
gineering & Construction Co., 307 S.
Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
Will make you rich. We own
large tract. Prices and terms right.
Excursions: twice monthly. Good
agents wanted. For particulars
write,
Texas & Southwest Colonization Co.
w4t Minneapolis, Minn.
A 71.1141VIND





WATER PROOF CORN F111Z9
OUTE' SOLE'
The most comfortablc slice
feet that it is possible to make
Our "Easy Feet" shoe is made in softest
Kid and Calf Leathers in neat stylrs. by our
special process with a Mattress Insole of
First Quality Wool Felt that will not pack
down, but terms itself to the shape of the
foot and rerilains springy arid comfortable.
WE MAKE MORE FINE .61113E TI/AN ANY
OTHER /401.1:4E /N WES T.
&toe Ge":54/70=478trouij
They are snappy, new and up-to-date
toes. Give them a look,over and you
will be convinced.!
Established Banking Business
with Ample Facilities and All
Modern Equipment.






Valuables taken care of for cus-
tomers. Private Safety Boxes in
Largest and Strongest Vault in
Western Kentucky.
;ur Tobacco on Abcrnathy's Loose
Close up the year's business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?
Results on Loose Floor: Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,
CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!
OR. FEIST IS GUILTY'+ ABOUT PEOPLEAND THINGs ;IMIDMONTII MEETING r. The effect of Scoil's Emulsion on thj...""".."."*". 
• pale children is magicaL++++-4-**-++4-.-+++++++++++++-+- .-•-+-4-+-•-++++.#-•-+++++++,
The Creseent Milling Company of
---41tv. OF THE MURDER OF MRS. 
ROSA this city has notified Mr. 
Birch
Walker that they will donate one
IV' -As M. MANGRUM hundred chairs for use at theJames-town exposition in the Kentucky
building. A request has been model
or tine thousand chairs to be dona-
Jury Had Deliberated On Case Since ted and the local company is one or
NASH ILLE, 'Fenn., Feb. 16.—
e jury in the case of Dr. J. Her-
an Feist, accused of the murder of
. Rosa Mason Mangrinn, after
iberating over night brought ir a
'verdict this morning finding the de-
`fondant guilty as charged in the' in-
dictment.
The jury was charged by Jsidge
. M. Hart yesterday afternoon at
:16 o'clock.
Feist is a young Hebrew and a
4,well known physician. Mrs. Man-
m, with whom he was intimate,
appeared from home Dec. 14, 1906.
er body was recovered Jan. 25,
4906, near Cairo, Ill., in the Ohio
river. Physicians stated that she
e to her death by poisoning.
hen she left home she had a large
m of money with her. A few days
tjiter her disappearance, Dr. Feist
'fleposited $500 in the bank. The ev-
idence connecting Dr. Feist with the
(me was circumstantial but con-
tieing. •
.Sentence will be pronounced later
y the judge. Dr. Feist's attorneys
ill immediately ask tor a new trial.
(From Saturday's Daily)
John D. Thonapson, who under-
tint an operation for appendicitis
onday, is doing well.
'Councilman Joseph K. Twyman is
le to be out after an attack of grip.
Walter Kelly, who has heen ill, is
roved.
Mrs. W. L. Dunn returned to Ca-
di-z yesterday after a short visit to
-Mrs. E. B. Long.
;sRev. J. W. Hardy, of Nash ville,is
in the city for a fer days.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bradley left
„morning for a visit to friends in
Miss Willie Pollard, of Cadiz, is
iting friends in the city.
Mrs. Eugene 'Whitlow arrived
e a few days ago from Hopkins-
• Ile to join her husband, who has
n here for some time working for
• one Bros. They are boarding
• th Mr. end Mrs. J. E. Edwards.—
iz Record.
A. B. Young, of Pembroke, is in
e city today.
A!tkins, of Allens.ville, is the
guest of his. brother, W. T. Atkins.
Miss Beesie Anderson, of Pem-
broke, is visiting Miss Lavalette
Green. .
fr H., H..Siolay has returned from a
two months' stay at Hot Springs,
Ark.
Born, ,to the wife of J. W. Walker,
a ten pound girl.
Miss .fennie Reeser has returned
from a visit to Trenton.
Born yesterday to the wife of
James West, a son.
Dr. C. H. Tandy is confined by ill-
to his home, •
..••••••••-•
Rising From the Grave.
A prominent manufacturer, Wm.
A. Fertwell, of Lucerne, N. C., re-
lates a most remarkable experience.
He says: "After taking less than
iree bottles of Electric Bitters I
feei like one rising from the grave.
My troOblejsBright's Disease in the
Diabetes stage. I fully believe Elec-
tric Bitters will cure me 'permanent-
ly.for it has already stopped the liv-
r and p)ladder complications which
awe troubled me for years." Price
Mr cents Guaranteed at Cook dc
Eng:gives Main-St. Pharmacy and
. O. Cook's ith-St. Pharmacy.
the first to pledge themselves. These
chairs are known as •'Confederate"
chairs, and are especially suitable
for the use to which they will be
put.
Mrs. L. McF. Blakemore, presi-
dent of the United Daughters of
Confederacy, has received from Mrs.
Basil Duke, president of the Albert
Sidney Johnston chapter of Louis-
ville, a check for $50 for the mem-
orial fountain fund.
The eminent scientist Professor
Frederick Starr of Chicago univer-
sity says that one of the most import-
ant results of his visit to the Kongo
region of Africa was hit discovery
that the nativeetof that part of the
world play the child's game of cat's
cradle.
The learned professor was in ear-
nest too. His journey of 22,000 miles
was no joke, and he took his life in
his hands when he went into the
heart of the African jungle. He
undertook the trip to study the
pygmies of the Kongo region.
The picture shows two of them
compared with an American Indian.
just over the line in the Hooser State
is the point regarded as the center of
population of the republic` The ac-
companying map shws the geograph-
ical situation.
Walt Whitman' "the gray poet,'
I was born at West Hills in the townof Huntington, on the north shore of
Long Island, New York, in 1819.
The genimi of the poet is being bet
ter appreciated with the passing
No fats* pretense hasimarked the
; career of Ely's Cream Balm. No
! idle promises of rewards for cases it
will not -cure. !icing entirely harm-
less, it is not responsible like the
catarrh snuffs and powders, for
minds shattered by cocaine. The
4 great postive virtue of Ely's Cream
!Hahn Is that it speedily and com-
pletely cures newel catarrh and hay
!fever. Back of this statement is the
I testimony of thousands and a repu-
tation of many yearA' success. All
druggists. Mk., or mailed by Ely
56 Warren Street, New York.
. years, and his admirers think that
I 
means should be taken to preserve
his birthplace, which is falling into
I decay.* It is an old homestead of a
type familiar on Long Island, with
,a well‘in 'front possessitig an acnient
I curb.
'
A compilation just completed by
the state aediter shows that for 19061
the payment cf tax per individual hal
Kentucky was $1.29. This is based ,
on the census taken in 1900.1
The largest per capita of taxation
was paid in the county of Woodford,
which figures $4.24; the smallest per I
capita was in the county of Elliott, 1
which pays 40 cents.
1
A 'Caledonia correspondent writes ;
to the Cadiz Record as ,follows:
"Col. W. R. Howell is being urged 1
to make the race for representative1
of Trigg county. and if he enters the
race (which I think lie will) there I
will certainly have to be some good
hustling to beat him, as there is no
man in the county better posted, or
who knows the true needs of the
people better than he, and I suppose
it is an undisputed fact that his tal-
ent as a stump speaker is not to be
equalled exceptin rare instances."
In connection with the movement
for the preservation of the log cabin
near Hodgenville, Ky., in which
Lincoln was born, it is interesting to
note that the center of population of
the UnitedStates is very close to this
spot. Hodgenville is not far from
the Ohio river, the boundary line
between Kentucky and Indiana, and
Tobacco Sales.
Salk* th iv week on the Loose Floor
were highly satisfactory to sellers.
The advance /noted last week was
fully sustained this week. All grades
sharing in the advance. Yon will
find our quotations are at inside fig-
ures and you can oonfidently expect
your tobacco to sell upro them and
in nearly every ease a little beyond
If youlwant to experience the sensa-
tion of getting:more for your tobacco
than you expect or ask bring it to my
Loose Floor and be convinced.
quote:
Trash $4.25 to $4.50. Lugs
$6.50. Common Leaf $6.50
Medium Leaf $8.00 to $9.50.
I receive tobacco every day in the
week.ISell on Tuesday and Friday
Pay for it the day it is sold. At-





A liquid cold relief with a laxative
principle which drives out the cold
through a Copious action of the bow-
els, and a healing principle which
lingers in the throat and stops the
cough—that is Kennedy's Laxative
Cough Syrup. Safe and sure in its
action; pleasant to take; anu con-
forms to National Pure Food add
Drug Law. k Contains no
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
I 'se a little Kodol after your meals
and it will be found to afford a
prompt and efficient relief. Kodol
nearly approximates the digestive
juices. It digests what you eat. It is
sold on a guaranteed relief plan.
Sold here by R. C. Hardwick.
OF THE CITY COUNCIL HELD F141-
DAY NIGHT.
Various Matters Of Interest Received
Attention.—The Question Of Tele-
phone Franchise Is Taken Up.
(From Saturday's y)Dail
The council met in regular session
last night with the mayor and six of 4
the Seven councilmen present. The
finance committee reported that they
had examined the books and ac-
counts of A. W. Wood, auditor and
treasurer,for:the year 1908 and found
same to be correct, and on Motion
he was given his quietus. The com-
mittee composed of Councilmen
Ware and TwYman, were ordered to
buy a wagon and a pair of mules
or horse for the use of the work
house. The city attorney was in-
structed to prepare ordinances to
prevent loose sign boards from be-
ing placed on the streets or side-
walks.
The reading of the revised ordi-
nances was continued until next
Friday night.
The mayor reported that in the
Cumberland Telephone company
was doing business in the city with-
out a franchise, and after some dis-
cussion the city attorney was, in-
structed to prepare an 'Ordinance
similar to the Elkton, Ky., ordi-
nance declaring all telephone com-
panies a nuisance if doing business
without a franchise, and -inflicting
a penalty of $50.00 a day for each
day that any telephone company
operates in the 'city without a frau
also. The council adjourned to
meet next Friday night to transact
It makes them plump, rosy, active, happy.
It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50c. AND $1.00
%UNFREE & KNIGHT
Rcal Estatc.
The season of the year when peo-
ple want to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell tocifinsult this.column.
We have excellent fecilities for
conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will fur
nish prospective customers convey-
ance to look at property without cost
to them. Come to see us if you want
to sell, it cost you nothing if you
fail.
Good farm of 155 acres, located,
near Howell, Ky The farm is well
fenced, has house oi 3 rooms, good
tenementlhouse of 3 rooms, two large
new tobacco barns, one good stock
barn, new smoke house and other
kutbuildings and about 20 acres good'
good fence, orchard and pksnty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and located in one of the best
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
An elegant farm of 115 acres of
land, on good public road, in one -of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall, one lerge tobacco born,
good stables and cow house, buggy
house, 2 new cabins, smoke house
hen house, new wire fence, nice
young orchard, grapes, rasp-berries
and strawberries, plenty of water.
very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy term.
400 acres of desirable farming laud
Will be sold at a low price in Montgomery county, Tenn., heav-
and on easy terms. 1  timbered, 10 miles from
Mill property with 8 or 10 acres of Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
land, 3 dwellings, one store house Valuable store room on Main
with good trade established, black- stfeet. One of the best business 10-
smith shop and postoffice with daily cations in the city.
mail. The in ill is in a fine :ivied- I Farm of 406 acres of fine land In a
mtwat section with a good local cus- ile of mill, postoffice and church.
tom. Capacity of 50 barrels of flour Splendid house of ten rooms, large
per day. Thoroughly equipped stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
tobacco barns, 90 eves fine timber.short system roller mill. About 4
mbilairsvg-altihni.n fonoromd
on WfOrijsseellliingat 
WS:id orchard. Farm in good con-
.:dit on and very productive. Will be
A tine farm of 230 acres of land sold at a bargain.
within three iniks of Hopkinsville , Good, farm of 80 acres on river 334
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot- miles from Hopkinsville ,with good
8-room, house, good tobacco barn.
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
outhistises. Will sell 140 or 150 acres 
, Will be sold at a bargain if you come
soon. Good for corn, wheat, tobacco
If desired. Very desirable property and grass.
100 acres fine timber land, will cutin good neighborhood. • 
Fifty acres of land with 3,000 fruit 1 800,000 3 of white oak, red oak hick
ory and poplar. Tract has Ott It onetrees on it, dwelling and barn.
About 3 miles from town. Will be I of the greatest natural curioeitieg isi
! the state, Pilot Rock, under whichsold cheap.
One of the host desirable residen- afine uarry of lithographic stone,
severs mineral springs. Pilot Rock
rises sheer 300 feet‘with an acre of
grove on lot. Would make a delight-
ful summer resort. 106 acres farm
adjoining the above, limestohe land
with good dwelling, 2 barns, stables.
orchard, good water in yard. This
property will be timid it a bargain
either separately or as a whole.
A farm of 85% acres in a good
neighborhood in Christian county,.
near a pike, lgood lane, house of 6,
rooms, barn; stable and outhouse, a
house 3 rooms, terent house, good good orchard, 10N acres timber. Will
I be sold at a bargain or exchangedwell, large tobacci b irn, good frame
stable 28x30 feet; 4, a ores in tine tim-
A fine farm of 400 acres! within one
for town property.
ber, good level land and a desirable
farm convenient to schools and mile of Penabsoke on pike, 96 acres
of fine timber. This farm is wellchurchesand on good road.
'fenced with hedge and wire and di-112 acres of land 3 miles from Hof-
vided into five shifts, on each ofkinsville. Ky. On the Cox M 111
; which is plenty of never failing watroad. This land is good Red Clay
This is one of the finest farms insubsoil. and lies w 311 and is in good
. the best farming sections of Kentuc-condit on, fronts about X, mile on
good pike, make a No. 1, small farm i kY, well adapted to corn, wheat, to
for any purpose. bacco and all kinds of grasses.
. There is no better stock farm in theFine farm of 485 acres at Herndon,
Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim- ' country, improvements first class
her. This farm is fine land with land in perfect repair, fine 2-story
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, veran-good improvements and well fenced
da in front and porches in rear, fourand in good heart and will be sold at
frame tenant houses, two large newa bargain as a whole or divided into
several tracts. 1 tobacco barns, two graineries with
1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 hails, , 1 prge stables, cow houses, tool
porches, fine new stable, cost $700, 'houses carriage and ice house, two
new barn. 3 cabins, cow house and I large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
with a beautiful lawn of four acresmachine shed, poultry iniuse, smoke
in front of house. One of the mosthouse and coal house. Never fail-
desirable faring in tne state, in oneing spring and cisterns.
of the hest neighborhoods, conven-2nd. tract, 70 acres all cleared with
lent to school, churches and goodgood e fram house and good toba
market. The land in first class con-co barn.
dition. Will tie sold on. easy terms
to suit purchaser.
Farm of 2483, acres 6 miles east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
Grive Us
oes on S. Virginia street, corner lot
ith beautiful shade and fruit trees,
feet front by 268 feet deep. House
good cistern, stable and all necessary
outbuildings. All in excellent re-Your . pair. Price and terms reasonable*50 acres of fine land 13.i miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
Orders spring and barr , •fenced and has ?Aacres of timber. Very cleanable
property.
Fruit Cakes, 25e Pound
_
from Ben nettstown, Ky. Good




Let:us bake your Turkey, Hams, etc.
Hopkinsville Steam Bakery.
No. 17, East 9th St
Just the Kodak
Style
Nature furnishes the weather
3rd tract 46 acres of timber 3/4
mile from Herndon. • 
Nice new cottage on South Virgik.-
ia street.' Has six rooms and bath
room, good cistern and stable. Lot
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet : road, well improved with house 1%
stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry andto a 16 foot alley. This place will be
sold on reasonable terms. 3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
The S. T. Fox farm of 512 acres, tobacco barn, good orchard ofand 1 situated on the Miller slill road _ 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farmabout seven miles south-v.- ir
is well matured and land is in goodkinsville, large two etsry dwelling
and all necessary farm buildings. part and undergo -id wire fence.
•itv .uas.10 nuiveog dluspscid 'AblE13H3 'H •H vsaappy
'311MA% noA N3M/A 13311,111A% 313MA03 NO11MAN
.SNOiliSOd E1111113S S3,11iflOVIID itiewnor pus Son5o1,113
•Apn)s josasinol iwpoas pug ispaainazo, 'tan •31ssirt, Nints*ps ..suagovoi. suisAsns
41.1 9191 10 loops mom  N33de DNI1M08
p uP Thin snip(' nais }oor
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PAY PENALTY OF CRIME ON GALLOWS
I he refused to interfere.
Fletcher was 64 years of age and
formerly owned a store at, Epley and
i acted as postmaster. He was mar-
• tied and 
his wife died a few months
ago, It is said from grief over her
husband's great crime.
HANGMAN'S DAY IN KENTUCKY AND FOUR MEN, TWO 
WHITE AND 1 Lyon was 25 years old and has been
mixed up in several_ cases, chief or
which was that in Christian county
where he was charged with complic-
ity in the murder of Deputy Sheriff
Robert Coffey, but from which he
escaped by turning state's evidence.
—M. E. II.
TWO COLORED, ARE EXECUTED.
Guy Lyon, One of The Pair Put to Death at 
Russellville, Had Criminal Career in
Christian County.—Made Effort to Cheat Justice by 
Committing
Suicide But Was Frustrated
(Staff Correspondence.)
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky., Feb..15.—
Guy Lyon and W. It. (Polk) Flet
ch-
er were hanged here this 'morning
for criminally assaulting Mary Glad-
der, a German girl, near Epley sta-
tion in May 1905.
The trap was sprung by Deputy
Sheriff Con O'Connell at 7:09, the
black caps having been adjusted
four minutes before. Both men were
pinned into eternity by the single
move of a lever, and they both were
petropped seven feet. They were pro-
nouneed dead at 7:19 but the bodies
were not cut down until several min-•
ates later. Pletcher's neck was
broken and he died without a strug-
gle but Lyon choked. to death and
his body twitched convulsively. The
remains were turned over to rela-
tives and were interred in this
' county, -Lyon's at Hedron and
Fletcher's at Epley.
Attempted Suicide.
Both men died game, althonzh
Lyon was so weak from loss of blood
as the result of an attempt to com-
mit suicide, that he had to be placed
in a chair and carried on to the scaf-
fold and had to be supported while
the black cap and noose was being
adjusted. He secured a teaspoon
last night and broko the handle and
thgn sharpened it by whetting it on
the floor of his cell. Sometime about
midnight he exposed the big artery
in his left elbow' by eating away the
flesh which covered it. He then
vent to bed, pulling the covers over
him and severed the blood vessel.
The attempt would have b-nzm sue-
ceasful had it not been that Fletcher,
who was in the same cell with him,
discovered it and notified the dsath
watch. Lyon lost a large _quantity
of blood and had the attempt re-
mained undiscovered for a few sec-
onds longer,- it would have been suc-
cessful and as it was physicians
worked with him nearly the entire
night.
fletcher•was taint and seemingly
tneEsi.urbed by his impending fate
and when given an opportunity
a statement to those present.
lit- Anhwei to be innocent of the as-
s:mot but athuitted that he was preS-
tin ;.1 the time. He then said that
all the witnesses ,who had testified
seotinst him were guilty ef merder
and shoald be standing in ,his place
on the seatre hi Lyon attempted to
make talk but ,lie was so weak that
he came near fainting and .he did
not complete bi-: statement. He did
manage to say he was prepared to
go and in referring to his attempt to
eommit suicide characterized it as
'the mieta,ke of my life' • and "aid he
was sorry that he had attempted it.
Baptized in Jail.
Lynn was baptized last night and
was attended on the scaffold by
Father Murray, a Catholic priest,
but Fleteher was unattended by a
spirikual advisor.
Lyon was visited in the jail last
night and asked about his alleged
statement that the eVidence he had
given here in the Coffey murder
trials was false, and that Francis
Drake and John Woodruff were in-
nocent of the murder which when
on the stand he swore they had com-
mitted. At this time Lyon was
standing in his cell leaning against
the barred door and smoking a cig-
arette. He appeared to be in a high-
ly, wrought nervous condition and
refused to say anything further than
that, he had "made one affidavit
about that and that what he told
was the truth." He then went on to
say that one in his condition was
not capable of making any state-
went and he did not think it right
for it to be asked of him. Except
for the pallor resulting from his con-
finement of nearly twenty months in
prison and a slight decrease in flesh,
he had changed very little since Le
figured so prominently before the
courts of this county.
Plays Crazy.
Fletcher kept up his attempt to
play insane until the last minute,
and last night while Lyon was be-
ing iutervieved Fletcher was lying
on his cot creening some wierd tune
hut uttering no words. This morn-
ing.though,he seemed to realize that
such an attempt was uselees 4ind he
• dri ssed and walked to the scaffold
and addressed the assemblage with-
i out any indications whatever of be-
of unsound mind. His display of
courage was a great. surprise as
everyone expected :him to break
down and beg for Mercy.
One of the largest crowds in the
history of Russellville was present
to witness the hanging. All day yes-
terday and last night every train
was filled and there was not stand-
ing roiim and scores of others came
by vehicle. Last night the hotels
and lodging houses were inadequate
to accommodate the crowd and num-
bers walked the streets all night or
slept as best they could sitting in the
hotel lobbies. Long before daybreak
this. morning the crowd began to
gather about the enclosure which
had been built in the Jail yard on
the side next to the.courthouse, and
in which the double scaffold had
been erected. Those who were not
provided with tiekets admitting
them to the hanging at once began.
to climb.rees, telephone 'poles, get
in upstairs windows or other vant-
age points from which the scaffold
could be seen. Hundreds climbed
• on top of the fence which had been
built, while' equally as many were
lined up around the enclosure and
with eyes glued to every crack
which could be found, watched the
execution. There was no attempt at
disorder, not even being any dem-
stration when the condemned men
appeared or when 'the trap was
sprung.
Francis Drake There.
Conspicuous among those who
were admitted to the enclosure and
who witnessed the hanging were Dr.
Drake and his son, Francis Drake.
Francis Drake and John Woodri.ff,
weee convicted in Christian county
mainly upon testimony given by
Lyon, or Reynolds, as he was known
there, of ccmplicity in the murder
of Deputy Sheriff Robert Coffey and
were sentenced to life imprisonment
but were pardoned a few weeks ago
by Governor Beckham. Father and
son arrived. last ,night and it was
sconpoised abroad that they were
in town and everyone wanted tr see
the young man against whom. Lyo.)
testified. 'This merninsz they w4 re
admitted to the enclosure some tittle.,
before the hanging took plaee, bu
very quietly watched the prepara-
tions and 'the execution without
t making any statement except to con-
verse on general topics. 11 Lyou
recoghized Drake in. the • crowd iw
m4ithl no sign that he did so. Wood-
ruff is, now livieg' in Indiana and
Francis Drake staryd last night that
he also would probably have been
tirpsent had it not I444t ti fur the er
cal illness of hk child.
Story of the Crime.
The crime tor wide!) Fletcher and
Lyon forfeited their live, was one of
the most heinous ever committed
anywhere.
In Any 1905 Mary Gladderiand 'her
father, German Immigrants who had
only a short time :before arrived in
this country altd • were travelieg
overland front, on German settle-
ment to another,- camped for the
night by the.roads)de near Epley, a
I small railroad station in Logan
county.
Soon afterward Guy Lyon; Jim
Lyon, W. R. "Polk" Fletehe! and
John Sacra passed by and saw the
couple. Waiting for some time they
returied and while different mem-
bers held the girl and her father the
!others repeatedly assaulted the girl.
When the crime became known
the citizens were areused to fury and
at once organized .a posse whicil
captured the four guilty ones and
landed them in jail. So intense was'
the feeling against them that sol-
diers were placed on guard about
the jail and courthonse during the
trial in order to keep' them from be-
ing lynched. The Bowling Green1
and Hopkinsville companies and a
detachment of the Frankfort bat-
tery armed with &Watling gun acted
as guards. they being commanded
by Major E. B. Bassett, of Hopkins-
vine.
Jim Lyon was sentenced to twenty
years in the penitentiary and be is
now a convict at Eddyville. John
Sacra was found guilty but secured
a new trial which is yet tobe beard.
Lyon's first trial resulted in a hu»g
jury but in the second the death ver-
dict was. brought in. and „t'ais was
the case when Fletcher was placed
on trial. Both cases were carried te
the court of appeals but they were
affirmed. An appeal for clemency
was also made to Gov. Beck ham but
PUBLISH PAPERS
ON WHICH GOVErtNOR PARDON-
ED WOODRUFF ANU DRAKE
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 18.—
Despatches sent out from Hopkins-
vine to the effect that Guy Lyon,
who was hanged at Russellville, had
written John Feland, of that place,
a week before his execution, to the
effect that he hatl never admitted to
anyone that he had sworn falsely in
the casts of Francis Drake and John
Woodruff, convicted of the murder
of R. H. Coffey, a deputy , sheriff,
and who were recently released from
the penitentiary on pardons issued
by Gov. Beckham. resulted in the
giving out at the state executive de-
partment here of affidavits tiled by
James C. Sims and John B. Grider,
of Bowling Green. These state, that
they were attorneys for W. R.
Fletcher, charged together with
Lyon and hanged with him, and
that, in the Warren county jail, Guy
Lyon told them that be had sworn
falsely to convict Drake and Wood-
ruff, and that both were innocent of
the ctrime of which they were con-
victed.
The affidavits, sworn to Novem-
ber 29, 1906, read as follows:
"The affiant, John B. Grider,
states that he was, in connection
with J. C. Sims, of Bowling Green.
Ky., as lawyer ,defending the case
of commonwealth of Kentucky vs.
W. R. Fletcher, ,and in the Logan
circuit court Guy Lydn,being charg-
ed togethei with said Fletcher and
others with committing a rape upon
the body of one Marie Gladder. That
after the trial was over aud a ver-
dict was rendered agaitist Fletcher
and Guy Lyon, fixing the death -pen-
alty, and while said Lyon. was in jail
of 'Warren County pending the near-
ing of his case in the court of ap-
peals, this atliant learned from Dr.
Drake that said Lyon desired to
make some statement in regard to
the conviction of Francis Drake and
John Woodruff for the killing of one
Mr. Coffey, said Dtake and Wood-
ruff then being in the penitentiary
serving life sentence under convic-
tion for said critne
-This atliant went to the jail of
Warren county to talk with said Ly-
on in regard to- said matter at the
request of Dr. Drake. That Guy
Ly4):, then voluntarily stated to this
atfitint that neither 'Francis Drake
or John AVoodruff. convicted of said
'Aim... was present or knew anything
of the killing of Coffey. This affiant
then said to Lyon: 'Mr. Lyon, 1 un-
derstand that these two men werg
convicted principally on your evi-
dence, now how are you goirg to
reconcile your statement now with
what you stated on the stand in that
case?' He said:
"Judge. I was then very young,
and myself indicted for killing Cof-
fey, and was afraid of being hung,
and the emninonwealth's attorney
assured me that if 1 would turn
state's evidence and convict Drake
and Woodruff that he Would dismiss
the indictment as to me. In order
to get out myself I made the state-
ment that I saw Drake and Wood-
ruff kill Coffey." That statement,
he said, was not true. He said that
neither Drake or Woodruff \were
there or knew anything about the
killing. He said: "I can make a
statenient that will clear both of
them but-as I am now under death
sentence I do not prefer to make it at
this time." This closed the convey-
sation, and he did not tell me in de-
tail the story that he could tell that
would exculpate Drake and Wood-
ruff from the charge of murdering
Coffey. •
'JOHN 13. GRIDER,"
Sworn to before me, by John B.
(rider, November 29, 1906.
R. C. P. THOMAS,
Notary Public Warren county, Ky.
This iffiant, James C. Sims, says
that some time in May, 1906, at the
request of Guy Lyon he wrote a let-
ter to Mr. Robert Drake at Madison-
ville, Ky., informing hint that Ly
coming to Bowling Green he . might
get a statement from a prisoner here
in jail that would be. of very great
importance to his nephew, Francis
Drake, who, as we were then lm-
formed. was confined in the state
penitentiary for life. This letter was
signed by Sims & ;rider. In talk-
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lng to me in this -elionection City
Lye') said that he could and won hi
make a statement showing eonclus-
ively that Drake and Woodruff were
not guilty of the crime for which
they had been convicted and for
which they were then confined in
the state penitentiary' for ii f, and
that said stiCetnent would be true
when imelv. He di(i. not go into de-
tails with we about this matter, as
he did with my partner.. Judge John
B. Grider.
JAMES C. SIMS,
Subscilhed and sworn to be-
fore me this November 29.1906.
R. C. P. THOMAS,
,Notary ,Public, Warren county, Ky.
• These affidavits were filed here
;with the application for the pardon
of Francis Drake and John Wc,od-
.ruff and there are other affidavits
'along the same liqes in the papers in
that case. One of these is by R. P.
Drake, of Madisonville, to the effect
that on May 11, 1906. he went to the
Bowling Green jait to see Guy Lyon.
and that Lyon told him Drake and
Woodruff were innocent of the mur-
der of Coffey. Other affidavit* on
file are by Williant M. Smith, grand-
father of Guy Lyon,and Luel Smith,
his wife, and one Emma. Wilson, to
the effect that they heard Guykyon
say that beith Drake and Woodruff




TO SEE THE HANGING.
BARBOURVILLE, Ky., Feb. 15.
Jesse Fitzgerald, a negro-, was hang-
ed here at an early hour this morn-
ing for the murder of Mrs, Robert
Broughton on the night of .1.4.1y 26,
last. It is a holiday in the mm ink
ing region around, work being sus-
pended in the mines that thelniners
might witness the execution. Fitz-
gerald, ,murdered Mrs. Broughton
near Barbourville. He bad been
calling oh Annie Henson, Mrs.
Broughton's cook, and, ending Mrs.
Broughton alone one night, forced
an entrance into the house and cut
her throat that he might steal $50
and some jewelry. The Henson wo-
was sentenced to twenty-one .•,ears
In the penitentiary.
At his request today, tne custom-
ary black cap was left off when Fitz-
gerald was banged.
PUT TO DEATH FOR
KILLING A CONVICT.
EDDY VILLE, Ky., Feb. 15.- Ben
Huffaker, a negro, was this morning
.executed in the branch penitentiary.
for the murder of B. Sherley, an-
other convict. At the time of this
crime Huffaker was serving ?a life
sentence for the murder of his wife.
Huffaker murdered Shet ley in the
Eddyville-penitentipry May 2, "905,
and was indicted by a Lyon county
grand jury three days later. One
yearAfterward he was tried for the
crime and given the death penalty.
Thomas P. Conk IfitS the trial judge
and Senator Newton W. Utley wa'
appointed to defend .the accused.
which he did with marked ability.,
The case was appealed upon the'.
ground that a convict could not be
legally tried for one crime while
serving a term in the penitentiary
for another: • •
This had been a mooted question
among judges and lawyers for many
years. The Ifiglier court held the
trial good and confirmed the verdict.
Huffaker is a Pulaski county ne-
gro, havini murdered his own wile
in ithat county in 1898, for which
crime he was servings life sentence.
He had made a desperate record
since his incarceration, having cut
and stabbed several of his fellow
convicts.
Three white inen have been legal-
ly executed in this county, Haffaker,
• being the first negro.
IN MEMORIAM.
On Sunday, alter the morning ser
mon at the Baptist church, the fol-
lowing action was taken in view of
the death of Miss May Chambliss
Nash:
Having le.Nrned that death had
entered the home of Bro. Charles
I. Nash, our former beloved and
faithful pastor, and taken away
their devoted and lovely daughter,
May, we the members of the liop-
kinsville Daptist church, in session
convened this 17th day of February,
1907, do hereby express our heartfelt
sympathy with him, his wife -and
children in this trying hour, and we
prayerfully commend him and them
to the sustaining and comforting
grace, mercy and love of God, our




When you grow wiser
And learn to use
An "Early Riser."








The superiority of Winchester
Smokeless Powder Shells is
::.ndisputed. Among intelligent
shooters they stand first in pop-
ularity, records and shooting
qualities. Always use them
For Held or Trali Shooting.








Means a fine complexion.
Makes you look young again.
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FREE! If you have never used "ALMO" we will send you a +
full size dollar tlaioxt tlievoFcRe InT4 tuarpsrteocept opf this aedavnTfisuelilnpenttiacir i/ FREE Jars about "A. LIKO" Jingle Verses. •
FORD C. FORD, 56 FIFTH AV., CHICAGO, ILL. I
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The Only National Bank in the City
Assets, S425.000.00
Solicits accounts of individuals and !corporations desiring a
safe place of deposit or accommodations on approved security.
Three per cent. interest paid on Time Certificates of Depotiit.
Safety Deposit Boxes for 'customer.
Geo. C. Long, Pres. Thos. W. Lvng, Cashier
C F Jarrett, Vice Pres.
d•44,4511K WCIA43100.4%./00. • 4AMIA • brir.oft•-.YA aup•ao. 64 • ieheh smit4lio4.C.-1111XCar7ifP7t. 
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ivery Change!,,
I, have bought the Livery) Feed and Board stable of Evitts & Court-
ney, on,tiorthWain Street, and would be glad to have my old friends and
customers call on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
001,10 but the best help an will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in ever:, way.. I am the 'oldest man in the
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Gray 8bGates _ 
Eclipse
Proprietors
LIVERY, FEEL) and BOARDING
Stable,
and put them in perfect condition Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
without- loss of time.
Crown andBridgeWork
AVe want five-hundred "ALMO"
Jingle verses tor our "ALMO"
Jingle Book, and we want them
now. We • will pay ten dollars each for the ones that we use.
• ' A LMO" means a fine complexion A few drops of "ALMO" put
into the washbowl every day will ------
work w niders With your complex- A few Drops of "ALMO'
ion in a few (lave. Treats the 1 In the washbowl now and
skin while you wash. Opens and
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
V.1. Gatos
A _ewe"
), Horses Bought and Sold.
East Ninth Street
is best if some of the teeth are left. Ph
ones, Cum11.14-5, Home 1107
It obviates tde necessity of wearing arr314LYInkt.)TAIL.Yr,416.1•11">•11..v 1,14. A
a plate. We have given much study — 
and attention to this class of work, 
eeeryan guarantee satisfaction in
nd e ease we undertake.
Our charges are moderate.
Louisville
Dental Parlors,
Next to Court House. Hopkinsville,




and TRADE-MARKS T'NLY otiLathed in
all count t ws, or 110 fee. NI i- n PATENTS
THAT PAY , adve rase theu. tborot:4;hly, :al OUT
FREE re1,31
exwns4,, /LIM help y3u to
Send mod t,'. phut° or Ska.eit ' U•
en parent.ii.(„rv. 20 years pratotwe. 811A.pip.,,,,npi i87.1E1,17..,NItsC,.riSt,... t.l[or free ( 1 •
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CHAPTER lel.
When they give you a mask at a
ball they also give you the key to all
manner of folly and impudence. Even
stupid people become witty, and the
witty become correspondingly daring.
For all I knew, the Blue Domino at
my side might be Jones' wife, or
Brown's or Smith's, or even Green's:
hut so long as I was not certain, ii
mattered not in what direction my
whimsical fancy took me. i it is true
that ordinarily Jones and Brown and
Smith and Green do not receive in-
vitations to attend masquerades at
:fashionable hunt clubs; but some-
how they seem to worry along with-
out these equivocal honors, and pros-
per. Still, there are persons in the
swim named Johnes and Smythe and
Browne, and Greene. Pardon this
parenthesis!)
As I recollected the manner in
which I had self-invited the pleasure
of my company to this carnival at
the Blankshire Hunt club. I smiled
behind my mask. Nerves! I ought to
have been a professor of clinics in-
stead of an automobile agent. But
the whole affair appealed to me so
strongly I could not resist it. I was
drawn into the tangle by the very fas-
cination of the scheme. I was an
interloper, but nobody knew it. The
ten of hearts in my pocket did not
match the backs of those cards regu-
larly issued. But what of that? Every-
oae was ignorant of the fact. I was
safe inside; and all that was roman-
tic in my system was aroused. There
are always some guests who cannot
avail themselves of their invitations;
and upon this vague chance I had
staked my play. Besides, I was de-
termined to disappear before the
'hour of unmasking. I wasn't going
to take any unnecessary • risks. I
was, then, fairly secure under my Ca-
puchin's robe.
Out of my mind slipped the previous
adventures of the evening. I forgot,
_temporarily, the beautiful unknown at
. Mouquin's. I forgot the sardonic-lipped
stranger I had met in Friard's. I for.
art everything save the little tickel
. that had accidentally slipped into my
‘,
A. package, and which announced thate
e some one had rented a blue domino.
And here was a Blue Domino at my
S side, just simply dying to have me
talk to her!
"I am madly in love with you," I
began. "I have followed you often; I
have seen you in your bok at the op-
era; I have seen you. whirl up Fifth
avenue in your fine barouche: end
here at last I theet you!" I clasped
my hands passionately.
"My beautiful barouche! My box-
t the opera!" the girl mimicked
'What a cheerful Ananias you are!"
''Thou art the most enchanting
creature in all the universe. Thou art
even a turquoise, a patch of radiant
summer sky, eyes of sapphire, lips—"
"Archaic, very archaic," she inter-
rueted. •
"Disillusioned in ten seconds!" I
cried. dismally. "How could you?"
She laughed. '
-'Have you no romance? Can you
.ot see the fitness of things? If you
have not a box at the , opera, you
ught at least to make believe you
ave. History walks about us. and
on call the old style archaic! That
hurts!"
"Methinks. Sir Monk—"
''There! That's more like it.. By
•., my haldione that's the style!"
"Odds bodkin, you don't tell me!"
There was a second ripple of laughter
frOM behind the mask. It was rare
music.
"1 .could fall in love with you!"
"There once was a Frenchman who
said that as nothing is impossible, let
ne believe in the absurd. I might be




"The mask is the thing!" I cried,
enthusiastically. "You can make love
gi to another man's wife—"
"Or your own, and nobody is the
t wieer,"—cynically.
I -We are getting on."
-Yes. we are getting on, both in
years and in folly. What are you do•
a- ing in a monk's robe? Where is your
.I. e ,
ft. mo.le3. gay fool?"
r "I have laid it aside for the night.
On Such occasions as this, fools dress
- as wise men, and wise men as fools;1/1
:everybody goes about in disguise."
"How would you go about to pick
out the fools?"—curiously. -
"Beginning with myself—"
"Thy name is also Candor!"
. "Look at yonder Cavalier. He web-
. hles like a ship in distress, in the wild
effort to keep his feet untangled from
Ms rapier. I'll wager he's a wealthy
plumber on week-days. Observe Anne
of Austria! What arms! I'll lay odds
that her great-grandmother took in
washing. There's Romeo, now, with
a pair of legs like an old apple tree.
The freedom of criticism is mine to-
night! Did you ever see such ridicu-
lous ideas of costume? For my part,
the robe and the domino for me. All
lines are destroyed; nothing is recog-
nizable. My. my! There's Harlequin,
too, walking on parentheses."
The Blue Domino laughed again.
"You talk as if you had no friends
here."—shrewcaly.
-But Which is my Mena ana annen
is the man to whom I owe money?"
-What! Is your tailor here, then?"
"Heaven forbid! Strange, isn't it,
when a fellow starts in to pay up his
bills, that the tailor and the under-
taker have to wait till the last."
"The subject is outside my under-
standing." •
"But you have dressmalters."
"I seldom pay dressmakers."
•''h! Then you belong to the most
exclusive set!"
"Or *perhaps I m
ake my own
d resses--
"Sh!" Not so loud. Suppose some
one should overhear you?"
"It was a slip of the tongue. And
yet, you should be lenient to all,"
"Kind heart! Ah, I wonder what
all those interrogation points mean—
the black domino there?"
"Possibly she represents Scandal."
"Scandal, then, is symbolilzed by
the interrogation point?"
"Yes. Whoever heard of scandal
coming to a full stop, that is. to say,
a period?"
"I learn something every minute.
A hundred years ago you would ha've
been a cousin to Mlle. de Necker."
"Or Mme. de Steel."
"Oh, if you are married—"
"I shall have ceased to interest
you?"
"On the contrary. Only marriage
would account for the bitterness of
your tone. What does the Blue Dom-
ino represent?"
"The needle of the compass." She
stretched a sleeve out toward me and
I observed for the first time the min-
iature compasses woven in the cloth.
Surely, one does not rent a costume
like this.
"I understand now at-
tracted me. Whither will you guide
me?"—sent1mentally.
"Through dark channels and stormy
seas, over tropic waters, 'into the
haven under the hill.'"
"Oh, if you go to quoting Tenny-
son, it's all up with me. Are you
married?"
"One can easily see that at any
rate you are not."
"Explain."
"Your N.oice Inc Ire te p:•0- or and
requis!te anx:ety. It_ e; a:v.ays the
married woman whe th mask
with theroa;heese She knows her
husband will be aetee Iiieg he:: and
jealouey is a good s
"You are a phllesor. her
you must be married."
"Well, one does become
ical—aftee marriage."
"Hut are you married?"
"I do not say so?"
"Would you like to
"Look at Yon Cavalier, He Wabbles
Like a Ship in Distress."
"I have my share of feminine curi-
osity. But I wonder,"—rutninatingly,
-why they do not give masquerades
oftener?"
"That is easily explained. Most of
us live masquerading day by day, and
there might be too much of a good
thing."
"That is a bit of philosophy that
goes well with your robe. Indeed,
what better mask is there than the
human countenance?"
"If we become serious, we shall put
folly out of joint," said I, rising. "And
besides, we shall miss the best part of
this dance."
She did not hesitate an instant. I
led her to the floor, and we joined the
dancers. She was as light as a feath-
er, a leaf, the down of the thistle;
mysterious as the Cumaean Sibyl;
and. I wondered who she might be.
The hand that lay on my sleeve was
as white as milk, and the filbert-
shaped horn of the finger-tips was
the tint of rose leaves. Was she
connected with the ticket in my pock-
et? I tried to look into her eyes, but
in vain; nothing could I see but that
wisp of golden hair which occasion-
ally brushed my chin as with a sur-
reptitious caress. If only I dared re-
main till the unmasking! I pressed
her hand. There was an answering
pressure, but its tenderness was de-
stroyed by the low laughter that ac-
companied it.
"How can I help it?" ino had come back to me.
I turned insiantly. The Blue Dom--Done be sll.y," sne whispered.
"True: I forgot you were a fool "I have been searching for you
In disguise." everywhere," I said gallantly.
"What has Romance done t.t. you "Oh! but that is a black one. Nester
that you should turn on her wittb the mind; the fib was well meant."
stuffed-club, Practicality?"
"She has never paid any par4cular 
I led her over to a secluded nook,
1! 
this a few feet of the do9r which
attention to me; perhaps that s the gave entrance to the club cellars.
reason." 
forth his death's-head mask. the left of the band platform. There
I
Honorable Julius again. He str tched your topography. The door was at
As we neared the corner I sa4aa the for some time. It is well to know
This door I had been bearing In mind
"lartivare the ten of hearts" be was a twin door on the other side.
eroakod. ,n1:, We sat down.
Hang his impudence! . . .
Bine Domino turned her head 1vith a
jerk; and instantly I felt a • hiver
ran thiough her body. For a mOmeet
she lost step. I was filled with! won-
ler. In what manner could the ten
of hearts disturb her? I made tip tny
mind to seek out the noble Roman
and . learn just bow much he knew
about that deseuieting card. .
'lime music ceased,
"Now, run away with your be edic-
;ions," said the Blue Domino I.) teath-
lessly.
"Shall I see you again?" ease
"If you seek diligently." She paused
for a moment, like a bird about
take flight. "Positive, fool; co para-
ave. looter; superlative, foolesi!"
And I was left standing alone:
What the deuce did she mean by that?
After all, there might be any men-
bet' of blue dominoes in the land; -aryl
it seemed scarcely credible that a
guest at the Hunt Club would go to a
costumer's for an outfit. 0 had gone
to a costumer's, but my case was alto-
eether different. I was an impostor.)
1 huntedi•up Imperial Rex. It was not
lo cr`..e we came face to face, or. to
.sorrectly, mask to mask.
What do you know about the ten
of hearts?" I began with directness.
"I am a shade; all things are known
to me."
"You may be a lamp-shade, for all I
care. What do you know about the
ten of hearts?"
"Beware of it,"—hollowly. 'From
under his toga he produced a ten of
hearts!
517 knees waoni.sa, atTa mere ;was a
sense of looseness about my collar.
The fellow knew I was an imOostor.
Why didn't he denounce' me?
"Is the back of your card anything
1;ke this one?"—ironically. "I dare
say it isn't. But have your good time,
grave monk:' doubtless you are willing
that the fiddlers shall be paid." And
wrapping his toga about him majesti-
cally, he stalked away, leaving ree
staring dumfoundedly after his reced-
ing form.
Discovered!
The deuce! Lad I been attired like
yon Romeo, I certainly should have
taken to my heels; but a fellow can
not run in a Capuchin's gown, and re-
tain any dignity. I would much rather
he arrested than laughed at. I stood
Irresolute, What was to be done?
How much did he know? Did he know
who I was? And what was his pbject
in letting me run my course? I was
all at sja. . . . Hang the grisly
old Roman! I shut my teeth! I would
see the comedy to its end, no matter
what befell. If worst came to worst,
there was always Teddy Hamilton to
fall back on.
I made off toward the smoking
room, rumbling imprecations against
the gods for having given me the Wes
of attending this masquerade, when it
would have been cheaper and far more
comfortable to go to the theater.
But as soon as I entered the smok-
ina room, I laughed. it was a'droll
see. Here we were, all of us, trying
sner.gely to smoke a cigar or cigarette
thaough the flabby aperture .desig-
nated in a mask as the mouth. It was
a hopeless job; for myself, I gave it
up in disgust.
Nobody dared talk naturally for fear
of being identified. When a man did
open his mouth it was only to commit
some banal idiocy, for which, during
office hours, he would have been haled
to the nearest insane asylum and
labeled incurable. Added to this was
httat matching Sahara's and the op-
pressive odor of weltering paint.
By Jove! Only one man knew that
the back of my card was unlike the
others; the man who had picked it up
in old Friard's curio-shop, the man
who had come to Blankshire with me!
I knew now. He had been there buy-
ing a costume like myself. He had
seen me on the train, and had guessed
the secret. I elbowed my way out of
the smoking room. It wouldn't do me
a :bit of harm to ask a few polite ques-
tions of Mr. Caesar of the sardonic
laugh. •
But I had lost the golden oppor-
tunity, eCaesar had gone to joIn the
shades of other noble Romans; in
vain I searched high and low for him.
Once I ran into Hamilton. His face
was pale and disturbed and anxious.
"What's the trouble, Hamilton?" I
asked, with forced gaiety.
He favored me with a penetrating
glance.
"The very devil is the trouble," he
growled. "Several of the ladieS have
begun to miss valuable jewels. Anne
of Austria has lost her necklace and
Queen Elizabeth is without a priceless
comb; altogethee iabout ten thousand
dollars."
"Robbery?" I looked at him aghast.
"That's the word. Curse the luck!
There is always something of this sort
happening to spoil the fun. But who-
ever has the jewels will not get away
with them."
"What are you going to do?"
"I have already sent for the village
police. Now I shall lock all the doors
and make every man and woman pro-
duce cards for identification,"—ab-
ruptly leaving me.
Thunderbolts out of heavens! My
knees and collar bothered me again;
the first attack was trifling compared
to this second seizure. How the devil
was I to get out?
"Are you searching for me?" pi-
gigred a soft voice atenay elbow.
true,"—look-
ing around to see if by chance Caesar
hej re.aeueered on the scene., .(How
was I to manage my escapee: it is
true I might hie me to the cellars; but
how to get out of the cellars!) "Have
you seen Julius Caesar?" I asked.
"Caesar?"
"Yes, Miss Hawthorne—"
The Blue Domino swung e bout and
leaned toward me, her heeds tense
upon the sides ot her chair. t
"What name did yeu say?"—a
strained note in her voice.
"Hawthorne," I answered, taking
out the slip of pasteboard. "See! it
says that one blue domino was rented
of Monsieur Friard at five-thirty this
afternoon." •
"How did you come by that ticket?"
she demanded.
"It was a miracle. I purchased a
mask there, and this ticket was
wrapeed up in my bundle by mistake."
"It is a curious coincidence,"—her
voice normal and unagitated.
I was confused. . "Then I am mis-
taken?"—my chagrin evident.. (All
this while, mind you, I was wonder-
ing if that cellar-door was unlocked,
and how long it would take me to
reach it before the denouement!)
"One way or the other, it does not
matter,— said she.
-Yet, if I could reach the cellars,"
absently. Then I bit my tongue.
"Cellars? Who said anythitig about
^Allay's? I meant that this Is nut the
hour for unmasleing or disclosing
one's identity,"—cesidly.
"And yet, when Caesar Whispered
'Beware the ten of hearts,' you turned
and shuddered. What have you to
offer in defense?"
"It was the horrid mask he wore."
"Well, it wasn't handsome of him."
"What did you mean by cellars?"—
suddenly becoming the inquisitor in
her turn.
"I? .0h, I was thinking what
ahould do in case of fire,"—nimbly.
"That is not the truth."
"Well, no, it isn't. Can you keep
secret?" I whispered.
"If it isn't a terrible one."
"Well, I have no earthly business
here. I am an impostor."
"An impostor!"
"Yes. And for the past few min-
utes, since I heard of the robbery, I've
been thinking how I could get out of
here upon the slightest notice." While
the reckless spirit was upon me. I pro-
duced the fatal card and showed the
Wick to her. "You will find that yours
•s of a different color. But I am not
the Gelloping Dick; it was only a
hare-brained lark on mg part, and I
had no idea it would turn out serious
like this. I was going to disappear
before they unmasked. What would
you advise me to do?"
She took the card, studied it, and
finally returned it. There followed an
Interval of silence.
"1 have known the imposition from
the first," she said.
"What!"
She touched the signet-ring on my
little finger. "I have seen that once
before to-night. No," she mused, "you
will not blow up the postoffice to-night
nor the police station."
She lifted the corner of her mask,
and I beheld the girl I had met in
Mouquin's!
"You?"
"Silence! So this is the meaning
of your shuffling those cards? Oh, it
Is certainly droll!" She laughed.
"And are you Miss Hawthorne?"
"I am still in the mask, sir; I shall
answer none of your questions."
"This is the finest romance in the
world!" I cried.
"You Were talking about getting
out," she said. "Shall I lend you my
domino? But that would be useless.
Such a prestidigitator as Signor Fan-
toccini has only to say—Presto! and
disappear at once."
"I assure you, it is no laughing mat-
ter."
"I see it from a different angle."
An artist's model, and yet a guest at
this exclusive function?
A commotion around the stage dis-
tracted us. Presently we saw Teddy
Hamilton mount tho stage and hold up
his hands.
"Attention, ladien and gentlemen!"
he called.
Silence gradually fell upon the mote-
ly groups of masqueraders.
"A thief is among us. I have had
all the exits closed. Everybody will
be so kind as to present cards at the
main entrance. Three ten-spots of
hearts have been tallied on the corn-
eseing lists. We have been imposed
upon. The. police are on the way.
"No. Has sonic one been discov-
ered making love to his own wife by
mistake?"
"It's serious. Anne of Austria and
Queen Elizabeth have been robbed of
sonic jewels."
-A thief among us?a
"A regular Galloping Dick. I'm
thief, myself, for that matter."
"You?" she drew away from me
bit.
"Yes. My name Is Procrastination."
"Ah, my grave Capuchin, we do not
steal time; we merely waste it. But
is what you tell are true?"
"I am.very sorry to say it is. The
jewels were worth something' like ten
thousand dollars."
"Merciful heavens!"
"It fs true, infernally
Most persons who are afflicted with Contagious Blood Poison hesitate to
go to a physician for several reasons. In the first place the expense is
heavy, and they know that the inevitable treatment will be mercury and
potash, strong minerals that act with disastrous effects on the delicate parts
of the system, and which do not, after all, really cure the disease. What
they want is a safe, rqliable treatment that can be taken at home and a per-
fect cure made of this loathsome disorder without unnecessary exposure or
expense. Such a remedy is S. S. 8. —it is the only medicine that goes down
to the very bottom of the trouble and drives out the last trace of the poison
so that there are never any Signs of its return. It does not contain a particle
of mineral in any form, and after removing the disease from the cii-culation
builds up every part of the system by its fine vegetable tonic properties.
S. S. S. attacks the trouble at its head and
not only permanently cures the disease for
the one afflicted, but so purifies the blood that
future offspring is insured again4 infection. 
S. S. S. may be taken in the i of your
home and a perfect cure made
PURELY VEGETABLE and loathsome trouble. For the assistance of
those who are curing themselves with S. S. S.
we have prepared a special book on Contagious Blood Poison which coutains
instructions of great value to all blood poison sufferers. We will be glad'':
to send a copy of this book free, and if additional instructions or adville-
is wanted, our physicians will furnish it without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
...Al SET THE BEST QUALITY AND E. wIpbv WRICES




Zeal/Mut colored birth stone
SOUVENIR FREE
for the asking
_Toe B. O. SRI Mini Co.
404 Union St.
0.,:wZ4.a"
Very sorry to came you 7.7aT aMITZ7"
ance. The identity of the holders of Professional Cards
the cards will be known only to those 
I _
of us on the commfttee."
Silence and then a murmur which E. G. CALLIS & CO,.
soon became a buzzing like that of Insurance.
many bees.
The Blue Domino suddenly clutched 
Country business written at itvres
rates. Both phones. Office upstair
my arm. in Hopper bldg., opp. court house..
"Please take me away, take me
away at once! I'm an impostor, too!"  
Two of us!
This was disaster. I give you my Dr. R. L. Bradley,
solemn word, there was nothing I re- Veterinary Surgeon,
gretted so much as the fact that I Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col:
hadn't gone to the theater. lee, Toronto, Canada.
But I am a man of quick thought Specialist in Surgery, Foot 'and
and resource. In the inelegant phras- • Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
ing of the day, me for the cellars! tration or Stallions; firing by a new
"Come," said I to the girl; "there's process. Very special surgical oper-
only once chance in a hundred, but at-ions for the 
cure of Spavins. and
Stringhalt. Neurotomy for the.cure
we'll take it together." of lameness in Navicular diseases.
- - Wham= Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
"Why tb the cellars. I've a pocket- East Ninth street, near L. & N.„de-
ful of matches. We can make a try. pot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephone
promptly attended to.
HOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY ,
Attorney-at-Law,
Notary Public and Fire
Insurance Agent
For the:Old :Reliable North River
Fire '„Insurance Company, of New
York. Absolutely clean and up-to-
date company at lowest rates. Also
land deeds and mortgages written
and acknowledgments taken accord-
ing to law and special attention paid
to cases in bankruptcy. Office 206
S. Main St., in Youth block.
OR. J, E. STONE,
Physician ail Surgeon
Office over the Anderson dr Fowler
Drugh Co. PHONES—Cumb. office,
273, residence 813.
For, if there's a thief around, and we
are caught and proved impostors—
Well, I leave you to imagine!"
"I will go with you," she replied Hunter Wood 86 Son e"--
resolutely.
The gods were with us. The door
leading to the cellars was not locked. Attorneys-at-Lw.
I opened it, passed the girl before me,
and closed the door.
"I am frightened!" she whispered.
"So am I," I offered, to reassure her.
"You are not afraid of rats, are you?"
"Bully!" I cried. Then I laughed.
"How can you laugh? It is horri-
ble!" she protested. With RenshawleclEverett.
"You would come, though I heard Prompt service day or night. Phones
your uncle warn you. Lookoat it the Cumb., 164; Home, 1506.
way I do. It's a huge joke, and years
from now you'll hare great fun telling
it to your grandchildren."
"I wish, at this moment, I could see Sert FREE














telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
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MATRON OF BETHEL FEMALE
COLLEGE IS DEAD.
Contracted The Disease While on a
Visit in Memphis.—Beloved
At The Institution.
( From Tuesday's Daily)
Mrs. Dora Redford, matron of
Bethel Female college, died at an
early hour this morning in her apart-
ments at the institution from the ef-
fects of grip. She bad been ill for
several weeks. Mrs. Redford con-
tracted grip during a visit to rela-
tives in Memphis, Tenth, at the time
of the Christmas holidays, and she
had not been well since her return
ti)' the college. For two or three
weeks her condition had been re-
garded as serious.
Mrs. Redford was an efficient ma-
tron and she was loved and esteem-
ed by everybody at the college. Her
death causes rouch sorrow. She was
fifty-two years of age and come from
Russellville last fall to accept the
position at Bethel College. She was
a consecrated Christian and a mem-
ber of the Baptist church of Russell-
ville.
She was a sister of Dr. M. E. Al-
derson, a promineet Logan county
physician. He is in the city and
twill accompany the remains this
evening to Russellville where the
funeral and interment will take
'place.
Mr. Younglove's Death.
; Samuel C. Younglove, formerly of
:f*this city, died last week at Mount-
ain Grove, Mo. The deceased was
; an aged and highly respected citizen
and in his younger days had been a
successful school teacher. He was
a devoted Christian. Mr. Younglove
: went from here Feb. L9 of this year
to live at Mountain Grove with his
sister, Mrs. Hettie Robinson. His
: death occurred Feb. 16.
Suffering Over.
Mrs. Nellielerunk died lest night
- at seven o'clock at her home on
'West Eighteenth sereet-after a pro-
traieted Illness of tuberculosis. he
was about 58 years of age and moved
with her husband to this city a. few
months ago from the Concord ricin-
ity
JAPANESE4 MATTERS
CHILDREN ADMITTED TO THE
WHITE StsHOOLS.
Coolies Are Barred From The United
States And American Laborers
From The Flowery Kingdom.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 19.—Japan-
ese children are to be admitted to
white schools of San Francisco un-
der certain restrictions; skilled and
unskilled laborers coming from Ja-
pan barred from the mainland of the
United States, and American labor-
ers, skilled and unskilled, are to be
excluded from Japan.
This is the basis of the. agreement
between President Roosevelt, Secre-
tary Root, Mayor Schmitz and the
San Francisco school board as an ad-
justment of the anti-Japanese agita-
tion brought about by the segrega-
tion of Japanese children in the
schools of San Francisco.
The agreement means that the
sechools of San Francisco will be
eonducted in the same manner as
they were before the board of edu-
cation adopted the resolution pro-
viding for the. segregation of the
Japanese, excepting that adult Japa-
nese,. who are in primary grades,
must continue to attend the -Orient-
al schools, and that Japanese child-
ren under ld years of age will be
admitted "to classes with white child-
ren-of their own ages.
Mayor Schmitz said:
"This is only a temporary agree-
ment. President Roosevelt has given
us direct and positive asaurances
that lie will at once begin negotiat-
ions with Japan for the purpose of
bringing abont a new treaty • that
will exclude Japanese laborers. skill-
ed and unskilled, frem eontinental
United States."
WANTED—Gentleman or lady to
travel for Mercantile House of large
capital. Territory at home or abroad
to suit. If desirable the home may
be used as headquarters. Weekly
salary of $1,000 per year and expens- Licens
e has also been. issued for
es. Address, Jos. A. Alexatder. the 
marriage of A be Price to Miss
• w I t. • • Hopkinev:lee F v. 
Berenice Armstrong.
Assistant General Manager Frazi-
er of the Dark Tobacen Growers'
association has issued a letter to the
members, in .which he etatem that
general manager Ewing, hough still
rery sick man, is rep‘ted to he
improving, very encouraging news
having been received frona him with-
in the past ten days. M. Ewing is
now in Europe on acclunt of ill
health. •
Manager Frazier furtI4 says:
'The executive comthittee and
officers are endeavoring ih evey way
possible to direct the work along the
lines of well-established rides, and to
make their work all 4fr. Ewing
would have it. In the change made,
the good of the association shy e has
been considered, the committee hav-
ing selected men from our tank;
whose loyalty and devotion- to the
cause is unquestioned, and who are
competent to assume the duties as-
signed them. These are men whose
councilman's onslaught. This •ulal sympathy and untiringsefforte have
is not tall, but is :heavy and coin- been with us from the incipience of
pactly built and shows evidence of the work. Every detail of this year's
exceptional strength. During the ' work will be more carefully guard-
melee some of the blows which were ed in order to insure the best results.
rained upon him struck him in the To avoid all delay in correspondence,
left eye rupturing the ball and the and to facilitate the work, the office
physicians who attended him state I of the secretary has been temporari-
ly removed to Guthrie. Ky. All
in that optic. ,t/ grading will be done this year in
Guthrie under my super 7ieion. This
change in grading lessens the ex-
pense, and does, not affect the sell-
tog of the tobacco in the least, only
one type beiag sent to Guthrie (as
last), except when the planter dir-
ects his tobacco to be sold at the
Guthrie warehouse; then two types
should be sent.
Our inspection this year comes
under new management, C. C. Rey-
nolds, formerly -chairman of Todd
county. having been unanimously
elected general inspector. It will
not be amiss to speak of the impor-
tance of each member looking care-
fully into the condition of his own
tobacco before delivering it to the
prizer. Many emnplaints ha v e
reached headquarters regarding this
anatter. Every prizer is instructed
to refuse to receive tobacco not' in
proper shape. Tobaceo deli velyd in
too high order damages in bulk, and
can .only result in disappointing
prices lot you."
HOPKINS PRIMARY
TO SELECT A CANDIDATE FCR
REPRESENTATIVE
MADISON VILLE, Ky., Feb. hi.
—A primary election has been call-
ed by the county committee to nom-
inate a candidate tor representative.
Hon. Munnell Wilson, who was
elected as representative two years
ago, and who made quite a reputa-
tion for himself by walking twee the
county during the campaign, and
who walked to Frankfort, just for a
small side bet, is one of the candi-
dates. Former County Judge Brad-
ley is also an announced candidate.
Several other prominent men will
enter the race, and a red-hot fight
for the nomination will be made.
"Walking Mun" Wilson promises
to make a sensational fight for the
nomination. •
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 19.—
Judge R. B. Bradley of Hopkins
county has announced that he will
make the race for the legislature on
a platform calling for a two-cent
railroad fare law and the abolition
of the dog tax. He is a Democrat.
COUNCILMAN'S HST
PUT TWO BURLY HOBOES OUT
OF BUSINESS.
Mr. Armstrong Single Handed Arrests
a Couple of Thieves After
Exciting Fight.
Councilman E. H. Armstrong's
good right arm get in some of its
heavy work, yesterday for the first
time since he used it, with such tell-
ing effect upon- recalcitrant law-
breakers when he was chief Of po-
lice.
Soon after dinner yesterday the
coak at Mr. Armstrong's home tele-
phoned him that two men, had en-
t3red the house and stolen -an over-
coat belonging to his son. Garnett,
and had made off in the direction of
the river. Mr. Armstrong put Po-
ticemau Merritt on horse and sent
him in one direction to head off the
thieves while he himself went down
the river. He soon caught up with
the men who were carrying the coat.
He ordered them to give it up and
to come with him, lint they not only
refused but one of the men drew a
knife and showed fight.
This was all the incentive the
doughty councilman needed and
picking up something which he says
he thinks was a clod of dirt, Mr.
Armstrong struck the first man such
a hard blow on the jaw that he lost
all Interest in the proceedings. He
then picked up a rock and knocked
thteseCond man down and pulling
Min hack over a log, beat him sound-
ly. Both men were then march-
ed to the city prison and locked up.
The thieves were two white men
who had been arrested the night be-
fore and locked up as being hoboes.
One of them gave the name of John
Wagner and the other first said his
name. was McDonald but afterward
changed it to McCarty. Yesterday
Morning they were turned loose with
the understanding that they leave
Hopkineville immediately and never
return, but before doing so they de-
cided to getliome more and warmer
clothing, but their attempt got them
into more trouble.
Wagner suffered much from the
.V r;r: • , 
MAN MAY WED WIVES 11!1 NticlapaneseServant
-
FEBRUARY 22, WI
HE WOULD ACCEPT 'RIGHT OF COMPANY
JUDGE SAYS HE COUt.,D HAVE
,ONE IN HALF DOZEN STATES.
How it Maybe Done—May Marry Num-
erously, and at Death All May Leg-
ally Claim Dower in His Estate.
CLEVELAND, 0., Feb. 10.—
"Under our present marri e laws a
man May have a wife' i each of
half a dozen states, and y ,t violate
no law of the land and be bsolntely
immune from punishment."
This was the startling declaration
made by Judge Robert Ta "tar of the
federal court in an addr As i;iefore
the. Men's league of the W .11 Mem-
orial church, on the need t f . federal
supervision of marriage an divorce.
"A man may he a husba d in one
state and not a husband i another.
It depends wholly on the I ws of the
individual .s bites.
"To show that what I say is not
theory, let me cite the cas of a man
who had three' wives and Wet broke
no law. He was marriec in New
York. Tiring of his wife we went
to Pennsylvania, obt-iunec a divorce
under the laws of that tttate, and
married again. New York3 however,
does not. recognize the Pe nsylvania
divorce and he was still th husband
of wife No. I. .Later h went to
California, obtained a Cal ornia eii-
vorce from wife No. 2, 1nt he was
still no less the husband f the wo-
man in New York and Pe nsylvania
when he was In those ti ttes. He
died and three -Widows e-- not ex-
wives,but widows—took &ewer from,
his estate. So long as hie did not
take one wife into the slate where
onot-her resided he had that' lived
within the law.
"It is a shame and disgitaee to our
society that this can be. ! The con-
stitution should be amen ed to per-
mit congress to legislate o marriage
and divorce—to fix some -standard
for all the states." !
--
MR. EWING STILL ILL
BUT ENCOURAGING NEWS IS
HEARD FROM
Letter To Members Of the Association
From Assistant General Manager
Frazier.—Grading Tobacco.
that he e ill never regain the sight
The city authorities decided to-
day that the beating the men had
received was sufficient punishment
for their crime, which they claim to
have kern caused by drinking
whiskey. If Wagner:is well enough
this afternoon they will be put
aboard the 5:18 train and sent to
Nathville where the wounded man




Charles L. Hight and Miss Laura
C. Grace will be married Wednes-
day at Wynn's postoffice in Noah
Christian., The ceremony will be




We all lazed little Snkey, from the
eortm:1:Inder (myself! to the lowest
ranking officer on board. einkey's
more was Clamosuke Hirano, but we
eouldn't possibly think' of calling. him
all dint. so we reduced the whole to
Su!isy. ekey was my body servant
awl was a native of Japau. five feet
one Ankh 'iu his' stockings and quirk.
111 wiry AS a eat. Talk- about serv-
ants! I never knew whet a servant
was till I got Sukey. If I wanted any
article at table, before •I knew I want-
ed it Snkey held it right under my
nose. If I needed shaving. Sukey
knew just the minute my mind was
off more important things. and would
have me lathered and my beard eff
without leaving a seratels and all in a
Jiffy To have Sukey fOr a servant was
to have :mother pair of legs. another
pair of arms and another brain that
eost the master ne effort to work.
IInt nothing is. perfect. Sukey hnd
one failing. no was continually bor-
rawing my belongings; 'Nciw It was an
Ink well. now a magnifying glass, any-
tbs. everything that he could lay his
h.•,o/e on. and. shire he bad the free-
dom of my cabin he. could lay his
harels on anytidue It eontained. It
'greened to he a Mettle with Sukey. for
hesnever took anything to keep. and
he toot lots if things that could not
possibly be of any use to the eacitan's
body servant. One evening I mis4ed
my ehronorter and nautical almanac.
asked Sukey what had become of
them. whereupon he. wept to the little
cubby hole whore be slept and brought
them to me. I questioned him as to the
cause of his borrowing my things, and
he said he could not help it; he was
born so. I put it down to kleptomania:
but. as kleptomaniacs usually hide - the
thins they steal. this was not very
satisfactory.
One day Sukey went but on the tore-
ward dock. The weather was very
rough. and n sea enme aboard. When
It went hack into the wean, it took
Sukey with it. I was en the deck at
the time and saw Sukey look at me
with an appealing glance.,. I Stopped
the ship at once. celled to a man on the
deck below me to throw Sukey a life
buoy and had a small boat lowered.
It remained out at great risk for half
an hour. and when it returned the
young ensign commanding it reported
that Sukey was not to be found. Snkey,
being only a minim. colored Japaneos
would not usually lai considered worth
risking:other .lives for; but he was in-
valuable as a servant, and I couldn't
get over the look he had given tue. So
I sent the .boat hack, to make another
search. This time they remained out
in hoots but when they returned Sukey
was with them. As the drenched little
beggar climbed the ladder and hopped
over the gunwale I gave him a dress-
ing on the impropriety of tilting over
the forward deck when the ship, was
taking water, telling him If be ever did
It again I would put him In irons. .The
truth is I was angry with myself as
well as with him for risking other good
lives—the lives of white - men—to save
a little five foot Japauese. Sukey kuvw
well enough what I had done for him
and froth that time forward evinced
the greatest affection for me. He even
conquered his kleptomaniac proclivi-
ties.
All this. happened several years be.
fore the Ruse a -Japanese war (stale on
Suite): left me not long before that
event. During the war I toak my peep
Into port at Nagaeaki. An admiral
w:th several ships. all of which formed
a part soon afterward of Admiral To
go's fleet at the battle of the Ira of
Japan. was lying In the harbor. A
boat (lune front the Japanese flagship
with an invitation for me to dine .w;t:i
the admiral. I accepted 'and at ti in
the evening was rowed in my gig to
keep the- engagemeet
•
What MIR my surprise to be met
on going over the ship's side by, little
Sukey with a napkin over his arta and
stray on his hand. I The captain the
ship was there. 'too, to receive me.
Stikey, whose eyes were glistoilue
with pleasure, told tne that. the es:upal
had deputed him to.teke me to a eaten
below to mix me a cocktail. I follow-
ed him, am) be gave •me ant* it cock-
tail as t had not tasted since he left
me. Leaving Inc to -enjoy it. he %ye it
away. mid after awhile a servant came
and informed me tlee the admiral was
waiting for me at dinner. I follow-ed
the man, who led nit' to the admiral's
dining cabin. Who should advance ti
meet me, reqilentlent in a magniticeut
uniform., but little Sukey. •
'Captain." he said, radiant with
smiles, "I am happy to weleo:ne you
on my flagship, especially as it give:
me an opportunity to thank you ft*
making a special effort to 'save my
life, for I would now be with my an-
cestors but for you. I must also thank
von for bearing with my kleptomania
habits, for your th7ngs, e_peelally your
scientific inoks and instruments. were
of great Inte to lint more thee
ell—even my life—I must thank yon for
the experienee gained for my eo. era-
mete in noting your methods In man-
%ging your ship. We Japanese needed
knowledge of naval affairs, for we
knew we would *OWL have to inets tho
Russian navy."
I stood looking at ,hint in blank as-
tonishment till he had finished: then
said:
. "And I. admiral. ;have to thank you
fo,r most excellent fittentlauce. If you
are as good mum oMeer its you were a
servant, you will 'have little trouble
with the Russian ships of war."
My astonishment was far greater
when !n conversation at dinner I found
the admiral knew more than I about
advanced naval warfare s•
• EI.SON. MAX.WELL.
BUT DEARMOND IS NOT MAKING
ACTIVE CAMPAIGN.
For Democratic Ltadership on Flt
of Lower House of Congress to
Succeed Will ams.
WASH I N GTON , Feb. 20. —Re-
presentative DeArtnond, of Miss-
ouri, said to day, when asked about
rumors that he is slated by same of
the democrats to succeed Represent-
ative John Sharp Williams as the
Democratic house leader in the next
congress, that he is not making an
avowed campaign for the leadership,
but that hailed stated that he would
accept the leadership if a majority a
the Democratic members desire him
to take it.
"I feel," said Mr. DeArmond,
"that. the place is one whieh no man
should seek for the purpose of ad-
vancing himself and for selfish mo-
tives of any sort. Party interests are
considered first by me, and _if I
should be selected I will accept the
place. It has been many years since
I have made any effort to become a
party leader."
Mr. DeArmond said he did not
stand for any faction in the Demo.;.
(Tittle ranks, and is not fighting the
battles of any members wpo are dis-
satisfied with Mr. Williams because





The Editor of the New Era:
Dear Sir:—I,will thank you if you
will give Apace to the following state-
ment to correct wrong impressions
which have gained currency in the
public mind within the past few
4days:
No priest of the Catholic faith
would seek to separate two parties
to .a intirriage simply because the
eeremony took place
before a non-Catholic clergyman. ,
A Catholic who attempts marriage
during the lifetime of his lawful
consort or with another having a
lawful consort, Is an adulterer if he
presume to cohabit. Every priest
objects strennottsly to adulterous
unions and refuses to administer the
rites of religion to both the living and
to the dying sinner, till such a one
in sincerity of heart ceases totally
front so flagrant a crime. A priest
Mink iske this positive stand since
the Ctitholic elinrch. recognizes *no
divorce—the Pauline 'privilege ex-
cepted; I Cor. VII, 12-15—from a
lawful and consummated marriage.
It is no part -of- Catholic teaching
that the offieiating, priest, marriek
the contracting couple. If competent
to marry. they by expressing their
mutual consent marry themselves.
In other words, they perform their
own marriage. Hence the priest,
preacher or magistrate or any one
else present is simply and solely a
witness. ..
It will be seeh front this that mar-
riage contracted without the pale of
the Catholic church may, be valid
and. of course, Indissoluble even in
our eyes.
I may add also that there is no fee
attached to marriage if a .priest
assist at the nuptial eeremony. The
parties may atelfgenerally do make
an offering. This is by no Means
obligatory. A priest who. would
dare to demand .a fee- would be
speedily punished by his churchly
superiors.
believe, Mr. Editor, that I owe
it to the public and to th church
whose priest I have the honor to be,
to make • this explanation.
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The Kind You Have Alorns B9Jir
truster.
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TO RECOVER MONEY ILLEGALLY
COLLECTED BY CITY.
The New Era had a shore, nctice
of the filing of a suit by the Cum-
berland Telephone & Telegraph
Company against the city of Hop'r
kinsville to recover taxes paid under
mistake of law in 1904 and since the
filing of the suit, it has been diseuss-
ed to some extent; and company
criticized for its action, and we
have taken some pains to get the
facts:about the matter. As we are
informed by persons in a position
to know, the board of tax supervis-
ors. who were appointed and acted
in June 1904, consisting of Messrs.
James D. Russell, Moses L. Elb and
J. E. ..Buchanan, raised the valua-
tion placed by the company on its
tangible property, and added to the
list of property, and assessed against
the Cumberland Company for taxa-
tion for the year 1904 certalnintang-
ible property consisting of cash on
hand and accounts. The company
had notice of the raise 'In its list,
and when thelboard of tax supervis-
ors met again a few days later, the
company appeared by its attorney
and protested, against the raise in
value of the list of its tangible pro-
perty and against any assessment of
cash on hand or accounts being
made against it, and the board sent
for the city attorney and heard a
full discussion of the question of
whether cash on hand and acoounts-
could be lawfully assessed by* the
city. The Cumberland Telephone
Company's attorney contended
that such property as accounts, cash
on hand and other intangible pro-
perty could onlyebe assesssed by the
state board of valuation and assess-
ment, in fixing value of the fran-
chise of the company, and after
hearing the question argued on both
sides at length, the board raised the
company's list on its tangible pro-
perty and added to its list for. ac-
counts $35,000 and cash on band $35,-
000 Making $60,000, on the, accounts
and cash. the tax on which amount-
ed to $900, which was paid under
protest. During the next year, 1905,
Mr. Frank A. Lucas, a general rev-
enue agent for the state, instituted a
suit in the Christian. county court
against the CumberlandTelephone
Telegraph Co., to asses as omitted
property, cash, notes, accounts and
other Intangible property, and this
suit involved the same legal ques-
tions that were involved in the pro-
test made by the company in 1904,
before the board of tax supervisors
of the city. This came' was tried in
the county court, and the company
gained it. There was an appeal to, ,
the circuit co"urt where it was again
decided in favor of the company.
Again Mr. Lucas appealed the case
to the court of appeals where the de-
cisions of the lower courts *ere af-
firmed.' The question being finally
settled by the highest court in the
state. the Cumberland company
brought suit to recover the .4900.
which had - been pa14 under -protest
by mistake of law in 1904. This is
not by any means the only suit that
has been brought- by citizens against
the city to recover taxes paid under
mistake of law. There are two sim-
ilar suits pending new in our carcnit.'
court, brought by the First National
Bank, one against the city and one
against the county of Christian.
There has not been one word of crit-
icism-I heard on account of these
suits. We do not suppose any good
citizen of the city wants telly other
citizen, whether' an individual or
corporation. to pay or the city to re-
tain, any money for taxes that the .4
city had no legal. right to collect., or
would wish to see any injury done
to their material interests because
they avail themselves of their legal
rjghts to try and recover the money
that has been illegally collected
from them. Of course the question
of the right to recover back this
money, will in due time be passed
on by the court.
WIELDED BIG KNIFE
t From Tuesday's Daily)
The crossing of Broadway ' and
Durrett avenue was the 'scene yes-
terday afternoon of an exciting mix-
up between Dolly Scott and a
an named Berdie Henslich. The
Scott woman was armed with a big
knife which she used on her oppon-
ent, cutting her three times. l'wo ot
the cuts are slight but the third may
prove serious'. Dolly was arrested
and locked up.
The time for the examining trial
.has not been set, as the condition of
the victim has not been determined.
It is said that a question of veracity,
with verbal reproaches as to each
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From Day to Day
Tel: KENTUCKY STATE ItIteing
commission :las announced the dat-
es for race meetings. The Lexing-
ton track will be open from April 27
to May 4, seven days; Louis*ille,
May 6 to June 8, thirty days; La-
tonis„Jime 10 to July 13, thirty days.
HARRY 0. TA:sm., assistant sup-
• erintendent of public instruction, is
seriously _ill at his home in Frank-
fort. Relations here, his former
home,have been apprised of his con-
dition and they are alarmed over it.
He is suffering from heart disease.
MANAGER HERBERT L. McPher-
son of the tabernacle is able to be at
Hs post as assistant cashier of the
Rank of Hopkinsville after an at-
tack of grip. His next attraction is
the Kellogg-Haines Singing Party
and he talks enthusiastically about
it. The company besides its concert
numbers will present in costume
scsates from "Dolly Varden."
Tax PROHIBITION Fluter in
Larksville is growing redhot, and
the bindications are that the liquor
forces are marching to defeat. The
Rev. George W. McPherson, of New
York, who is supplying the Baptist
pulpit in this city, has accepted an
invitation to deliver an address on
temperance in Clarksville this week.
Mr. McPherson is a magnetic and
forceful speaker. His sermons Sun-
day werenotable for their originality
and virility. He will speak tomor-
row night at the First Presbyterian
church.
News Has BEEN received in the
city of death in New York, of Hugh
Pentecost, brother of Dr. George F.
renteaost. The deceased was known
as a brilliant -orator and daring
thinker. •
THE SAN CARLO Grand Operacom-
pany, which recently completed its
winter engagement at the historic
French Opera House in New
Orleans, sang last week in Cincinna-
ti, and left yesterday for a tour of
the West. Concerning a former
Hopkinsville boy who is one of the
eampany's stars, the Cincinnati
Post says:
"Richard Martin made a hand-
some and gallant Don Jose, a char:-
acter which seemed better adapted
to his voice than the Manrico of
Thursday night. His final:scene be-
▪ ginning with the humble and plead-
ing lover and working up to the in-
sane passion ef a jealous madman
was one of the best pieces of work of
.the entire week.''
A WELL-KNOWN CITIZEN in
speaking of the many strangers who
are now in the city, stated that a
little over a year ago, be knew every
one he met on the streets, hut that
at the present time it was a hard
matter to recognize even half of
those whom he encountered in day's
rounds of the principal thorough-
fares.
DR. ANDREW t3AR4JENT writes
that he has taken room No. 512 in
the Masonic Temple, Louisville, as
his office and will be glad to see any
of his Hopkinsville friends when
they visit the metropolis of the state.
•
IT Is ANNOUNCED that the publi-
cation of Thomas Dixon, Jr's., new
novel "The Traitor", has been post-
poned antil the middle of April.
Kellogg-Haines Singing Party.
Of the next attraction in the tab-
ernacle course, Feb. 27, the Slayton
Lyceum bureau makes the fellow-
g announcement:
Iii presenting the Keilog-Haines
Singing party, the Slayton bureau
feels sure we are lixing up to our
high standard from every view-
point. We are presenting a decided
novelty that has genuine musical
merit. A mixed quartett of profes-
sional singers of exceptional merit
and long experience, drilled by Mrs.
Kellogg- Kaines and coached by the
hest operatic teachers. must appeal
to the best patrons, of the lyceum.
We have long felt the need of just
such a company, and have been
waiting until we could present one
worthy of the Slayton name. The
com parry consists of five people, and
will give varied concert programs,
introducing each evening costumed
scenes from the various English and
comic operas. II Trovatore, Faust,
Dainty Dolly Varden, Pinafore and
The Mikado will be used. The mu-
sic from these delightful operas ever
pleashs, for they are tuneful and
soulful and touch the heart as ,well
as please theear. The personnel of
the company is as follows:
• Miss Julia Bruee, soprano; Miss
Jeanette Fodde, contralto; Paul C.
Heitz, tenor; William A. Goldberg,
basso; Mrs. Kellogg-Haines, pianist
and musical director.
- -
kouu• dy =ma Ogre
' Imesets is• mei
Carmack.8001 oF Guy 1.1,01 Edward W. ge 
who in a speech in the senate on
Senator E. W. Carmack of Tennes•
the Brownsville affair took the side
of the president. has
been one of the
prominent senators
on the Democratic
side of the chamber.
In his recent speech
he criticised Senator
Foraker of Ohio, de-
elaring that the lat-
ter's attack upon
President Roosevelt
for his course in the
discharge of the col-
ored troops was
made In bad faith
and was really in-
spired by hostility to the president on
"lemma of his trust policy and by s
lesire to prevent the nomination of I
muu of his type in 1903.
•
Captain Edwin C. Pendleton.
The commander of the battleship
Missouri. Captain Edwin Conway Pen-
dleton, who assisted in the relief work
at Kingston, Jamaica, under Rear Ad-
miral Davis, has seen service on many
stations during his naval career. .He
is a native of Vir-
gluia and is the son
of a naval °dicer,
was graduated from
the Naval academy
In 1867 and was as-
signed to slice ial
duty on the Minne-
sota for two years.
He became an en-
sign in 1841S and
master in 1A7G. The.
next year he was
'advanced to the
- lieutenant's grade
and iu 1880 became a lieutenant cone
mender. He became a full commander
in 1897 and attained the captain's rank
In 1902. He was in command of the
Atlanta in 1900 and 1902 and was for
several years superintendent of the na-
val gun factory.
REFUSED RESTING PLACE AT HIS
OLD HOME.
His Widow Experienced Difficulty In
Finding Earth Enough to Bury the
Poor Wretch.
MADISON V11414143, Ky.. Feb.20.—
When the remains of Guy' Lyon,
who was hanged at Russellville last
Friday. reached, Dawson Springs,
accompanied by his widow, she ex-
perienced much difficulty in finding
a cemetery‘in whith to inter the re-
mains of her wayward husband.
Dawson Springs is a little village
in the western part of the county,
and for some time Lyon had lived
at that place. He married Miss Cora
Robertson, a sweet young lady, but
on account of his wayward disposit-
ion, his wife left him a few years
ago. However, when he got into his
latest trouble she returned to him.
She moved to Bowling Green while
he was confined in the jail at that
place, and paid frequet visits to him,
trying to comfort him and helping
him to prepare fOrAieath.
She accompanted the remains to
Dawson Springs last Saturday, and.
accorchng to reports from there
received here to-day, she applied for
a lot in the cemetery, but was denied
It. She applied at another nearby
cemetery, but met with the same re-
fusal there as she did at a third place.
The poor woman finally succeeded
In finding a cemetery several miles
from the town, which had been
practically abandoned ,and the the
remains of her husband were laid in
their last resting place.
It is said that the funeral proeess-
ion was one of the saddest ever wit-
nessed in that section of the country
- the single cheap pine box furnish-
ed by the state and the distressed
and faithfal woman, in hsr widow'
weeds, as the only mourners, and a
few men to fill the grave with earth,
marking the closing chapter in the
tragic life of the unfortunate man.
Lyon leaves a son 8 years old,who
lives with his mother at Daweoit.
HELD FOR MURDER
Parties Implicated in Labor Riot At
Sturgis Last Christmas Eve.
Quinn Moore, formerly of .this
city; Henry Delaney:William Grooch
and John Long were all on trial at
Sturgie last week, on a charge of
murder and malicious shooting.
committed in the labor riot at Stur-
gis on Christmas eve last when Wil-
liam Malloy, Ellin' Daugherty, of
this city, and William Gray were
killed outright and Quinn Moore
was seriously wounded. : •
At this examining trial Moore and
Delaney were held for the murder
of Malloy and Gray, and Gooch was
acquitted of the gillieg of Daugher-
ty, but neld for the malicious shootr
fog of Moore. John Long, who WES





. I will thank you to print the fol-
lowing extract from a letter LIDA 
•te-I
calved from Senator Blackburn.- as!
many of your readers will- be::. inter-1




Washington, Feb. 14 it •".
Mr. J. M. Duncan, 
•
Hopkinsville. Ky. ,
I have your letter of 11th in regard
to the "Ky Draft Claims" in, reply A
beg to state, that I have the promise
of the chairman of the conunitte
claims to provide for their payment
in the Omnibus "claims bill" at this
session of congress.
Very truly yours,
[Signed Jo C. S. 111:11.1;hi tm.
HEIRS WANTE0
Sheriff Smith has received a letter
from It. A. Wilson, of R. F. 1). So. 4.
Clarlisville,Tenn., asking 'informa-
tion in regard to John or Robert
Cooper, James or Richard McLean
who married sisters of the Cooper
brothers and Catherine Cooper who
married some man whose immune the
writer had forgotten. The search k
being made for the purpose of turn-
ing over to them a small legacy in
money which has been left to them
by. then. uncle, Hiram Cooper.
In the letter it is stated that the
parties moved to this county some-
time between 1861 and 18a but since




The noted Italian stomposer Giacomo
Pncelel, who came to this eountry hi
connection with the production of his
latest - hit. "Madam Butterfly," is a
strong proof of the truth or the old






music. He was born
In 1858, sad when





had only a small
annuity with which
to support the fam-
ily. It was with dif•
liculty that be was
able to obtain a
musical education.
but he showed so much ability thai
frielids (mine to his assistance. Whei?
he began composing operas, success
did not come to him all at once,, but he
now stands; so high that he Is by many
considered the legitimate successor to
tap hoeots of Verdi.
••••••
SKATING CARNIVAL
Masquerade Was a Success —Prize
Awarded to Miss Warfield.
(From Tuesday's aily )
Many fanciful costumes were to
be seen on the floor of the B. A. B.
skating rink last night at the mas-
querade which had been extensive-
ly advertised. Some of the cos-
tumes were designed to be as funny
as possible 'while others typified
some period in history, section Of
the country or class of people. There
was a big crowd of spectators and
all enjoyed the antics cut by the
Masquerading skaters.
At-9 o'clock the judges, Mesdames
Dixon -W.Kitchen,William H.Cum-
wings and Jouett Henry and C )1.
Jenett- Henry and Hiram Thomas
Announeed that the prize, it pair of
• 87.50 Richardson skat-s, had been
awarded to a young lady dressed
most attractively in white and cov-
ered with tinsel. When her mask
was taken off she proved to be Miss
Maud Warfield. All unmasked at
this time and for some time longer a
large portion of those present skated
to their heart's content.
. Frightfully Burned:
The sixteen-months old child of
Mr: and Mrs. George Wills; of Ma-
sonville, was terribly burned Mon-
day, and her injuries may prove fa-
tal. The little one was in the room
with an older chil(l and in some
manner her clothes caught on fire
from the open grate. When Mrs.
Wills, who was in the adjoining
room,,Ireached the child the little
one was envelcped in flames. Every-
thing possible for the relief of the
child has been done. Her condition
is critical.
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
flignature of
himLA1NE Now LANDEDI„e-aevv,e,s1) 1 c;r7 camen otuhte thieatsltiw.tli(tkil e fr! 'GOOD MAN is GONE
I
re-
suiting shooting of the policemen,
caused much excitement at the
time.
WANTED FOR ivtURDEROUS AS- ,
SAULT ON FARMER. LIKE THAN CASE.
DEATH ENDS THE SUFFERING OF
GARLANU JONES.
FRAN KFORT, Ky., Feb. 20.
The court of appeals today reversed
the case of James Shipp vs. the ems- Native Of Trigg County and Moved
rormer Attempt to Capture Him Re- monwealth, Taylor county. involv- From There To This City Two
suited in Pitched Battle And lug many elements of gleTha,w ease.
Shipp's wife told'him she bad been Years Ago.
Intimate with James Smith. Shipp
killed Smith. The lower court ruled
that the confession was not •compe-
Spilling of Blood.
(tent The a ellate 
(From WednesdaS'a Dailir) .
Wallace .Layne, the negro wtio is
charged with inurderetudy assault-
ing W. H. Reeves, several months
a,go,and in attempt to arrest' whom
Policeman Antos Haydon and Elihu
Daugherty were shot and wounded
by negroos in a cabin to which they
wentin search of Lytle, was arrest-
ed yesterday near '. Trenton by
Deputy Marshal 'Alveoli' Morrison
of Pembroke.
Mr. Morrison learned Monday
that Layne, was in the Tren tot.
neighborhood and he hunted and
watched for him all that day but
failed to locate him. / Yesterday he
went. in company with a Todd
county officer, to the home of Jim
Banks where they foUndLayne work
ing in the garden. .111.r. Morrison
went around and !sad at the lower
emitof the; garden;, while the Todd
county officer :went directly up' to
the negro. Seeing , him coming
Lyne ran but went directly into Mr.
Morrison's arm„the later covering
him with a gun and arresting him.
Under the negro's coat, which was
lying on the -fence, was found a
pistol.-
The negro was brought here and
placed in jail, and will probably be
mtried at the approaching- ter of
, o art on the indictment found at the
last term charging him with mali-
cious striking.
It Ls alleged that while Layne was
working fin Mr. Reeves, who is well
along in years, they . had some dis-
agreement over some work which
had been ordered to be done. This
happened at the barn, anti it is
claimed that the negro went out and
hid behind the door and as Mr.
pp courtsays ques-
tions as to the woman's character
are incompetent as the fact that she





Miss Maude Edwards. of this city,
is visiting relatives at Hopkinsville
and Elkton.—Clarkville Leaf Chro-
nicle.
Mies Floronee Tibbs has returned
from Memphis where she spent the
past six weeks.
Mrs. Ike Hart and Harry Liustine
have gone to Cincinnati to spend •a
month.
•
Mrs. Anna Potter. of Bowling
Green, is visiting Miss May Jordan.
Mrs. Emma Lewis, of Paducah, is
visiting Mrs. W. A. P'Pool.
J. V. Forbes. a popular farmer of
Northeast Christian, is spending a
few days in Nashville on a pleasure
trip. It is his first visit to the Ten-
nessee city since 1864.
Mrs. Mary B. Ashworth, of Lebs
anon, is here today visiting Mrs.
Virginia Lipscomb.
Dr. Rice Moves Here.
Dr. J. H. Rice, of Kirkmansville,
has located in Hopkinsville for the
practice of his profession. He comes
well recommended both as a physi-
cian and surgeon and as a gentle-
man. He has moved his family here
also and is keeping house on Elm
street. His offices are over Fran-
kel's store.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
After weeks of suffering, Garland
Jones, Sr., died last night about S
o'clock at his home on South Camp-
bell.sA spell of pneumonia contract-
ed about ten days ago, was the real
cause of his death, although as stat-
ed he had been sick for several
weeks prior to this time.
Mr. Jones was a native of Trigg
county, and lived for many years on
•S tarm at reee. DOUt two
years ago he moved to this city. He
was widely known throughout thi
section and, held in the highest
esteem by everyone. His was a con-
secrate' Christian life ever since
early ho ood and just befere he
died he spoke o his readiness to go
and of the joys awating him in
heaven. He Was in his seventieth
year, and a devoted member of the
Methodist church.
Besides his widow, three children
survive him these being Misses Lucy
and Pearl ar.d Garland Jones, Jr.
A short service was held at the late
residence this morning at 8:80
o'clock. Rev. A. P. Lyon officiating,
assiSted by Rev. M. ..Miller. The
remains were then taken to the
family burying ground on the farm
of Lee Hutchinson, near Roaring
Spring, where interment took place.
The funeral services was conducted
at the grave by Rev. Mr. Lyon.
Quite a number of friends from this
city accompanied the body to its last
resting place.
--sessee•--  
I.+++.4-"Dr. Edw;t7++++++.4+4-"s,specialty eye,ear, nose and throat. Test madefree of chartre for glasses. Phce-nix bldg. Main St.,Hopkinsville.
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• Weekly New Era and the Daily St Louis Globe
• Democrat (except Sunday) 1 year.
$1.75
• Weekly New Era and the Semi-Weekly Globe-


















Weekly New Era and Daily Louisville
(except ..iinday) for one year.
Herald
New Era and the Weekly Courier-
Journal ror one year.
Present Subscribers Cain Take Advantage of This Offer by Pay-
ing All Arrearages, if Any, and Paying for One Year in Advance
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Received at the Pcrstoffice in Hop-
kintiv ille as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daly per year  $5-00
", three months  1.26
,#. .10per week 
Weekly per year  1.00
per six months  .60
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Advertising Rates.
• rli•ansient advertising must be paid
forth advance.
dharges for yearty advertisements
will be collected quarterly. ,
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charge
d
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of
Respect, anti other similar notices,
live cents per line.
Court Directory.
i.;IRcutT COURT-First Monday in
June and fourth Monday, in Febru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY Cotner-Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL Cot3RT-First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY COURT-First Monday [in
every month.
This is a gem of truth from our
esteemed contemporary, the Fair-
view Review: "The man who han-
dles the local department of a news-
paper learns, after due experience,
net to expect even briefly expressed
thanks for a column of pleasant
things, but knoweth as surely corn-
eth the winter and the hot, sunshiny
days in July and August that a
single line in which there is an un-
intentional misrepresentation will
eause sense one to be heard as if
from a housetop. And we-may add
that when he has made pleasant
arution 999 times of some person,
place or thing and on the thousandth
thrie fails to do so, le must not ex-
pect to be forgiven. The omission
nSay have been from accident, inad-
lrertence or even an entire lack of
-knowledge. It matters not. The'
atinple fact remains and he will be
kdged by that one instance."
;
"Seeing that she was a woman,"
and that "he did not wish to be
ard upon her," a Rangoon magisc
irate recently fined a Burmese pris-
kier for being in illicit possession of
itour balls of opium, $160, with the
.%ternative of six months' rigorous
Ihnprisonment.
lbough Elilitt Root, secretary o
te, is a great lawyer and a suc-
essful diplomat, the verbiage of the
diplomatic papers -that bear his
Paine is not his. As a lawyer of
large practice he acquired the habit
Of directness and incisiveness, which
is ill suited to the ways and customs
øf dip!oreacy. Realizing this fully,
was not long after Mr. Boot as-
turned the duties of secretary of•tate that he discovered that the
ars caused by IndigesLion. If you eat a
: little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
; had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats.
' heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
: Indigestion causes the stomach to
(expand - swell, and puff up against the
; heart. This crowds the heart and inter-
feres with its action, and in the course of
; time the heart becomes diseased.
Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
&rests what you eat, takes the strain off
ef the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach. Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Diges-
tive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
et the Stomach.
After eating, my food would distress me by making
PY heart Palpitate and I would become very weak.
Coolly i got a bottle of Kodol and it gave me immir
bate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS, Penn Yen, N. Y.
I had stomach trouble and was In a bad state as I
tad heart trouble with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
ours for about four months and it cured me. .
D. KAUBLE. Nevada. 0.
Digests W lat You at
Dollar bottle a-ids
limas as silica as ta•
is trial, s
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In the world to "on. It you took the
right kind of care of them, you wouldn't
suffer, but you don't.
The only way you can correct the trou-
ble you do have and prevent these parta




Everybody knows that PEPSIN is good
for the stomach, but in combinatioe with
certain plant drugs by DR. CALD-
WELL'S formula, its -natural value
is highly increased.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
Is the best thing in the world for cor-
recting and curing all forms of stomach
trouble-you'll say so when you try it.
DR. cALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
can be obtained in both dollar and half.
dollar sizes at all druggists, and your
money will be refunded if it fails to
benefit you. •\
Your postal carl request will bring by return
mall our new booklet, "DR. CALDWELL'S
BOOK OF WONDERS" and free sample to
those who have never tried this wonderful
remedy. Mail your postal today.
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
Monticello, tilloole
safest course for him to pursue
would be to have one of his assist-
ants clothe in the formal and stilted
language of diplomacy every
munication of importance he had to
make to a foreign power. Accord-
ingly he has Assistant Secretary
Adee, who has been longer in the
state department than any other
high official there, compose these
comm unications.
After all is said it inust be conced-
ed that the apparent disregard for
human life in the United States is
largely a tribute to progress and to
the industries that constit4e pres-
pe,rity. Even fatal railroad acci-
dents, the largest item in the list,
cannot be wholly elhninated,though
they can and ought to be greatly re-
duced In number. But, says the In-
dianaPolis News. railroad accidents
are only one item in the list of an-
nual fatalities. There are fatal ac-
cidents in mining, building, manu-
facturing and agriculture. They all
claim their victims as a sort of trib-
ute to progress, though a very costly
one. Carefully compiled statistics
show that in the five great indtts-
tries of railroading, mining, build-
ing, man u factoring and agricult u re
no lass t han .136,165 persons are an-
nuaiiy kilied or injured in the Unit-
ed States. This is at the rate of over
oto-, a minute, and it includes only a
1(-.w of the largest industries.
CHILD LABOR STATISTICS.
A most interesting bulletin is-
sued by the Census Bureau is one
just made public showing the extei t
to which child labor is employed in
tit,. United States.
The statistics presented are for
19'A). and relate to the, emplos ment
of children as breadwinners, of
whom 1,700,000 in rtaind numbers,
between the ages of 10, and 15 were
so employed.
By far the Most important oeviipa-
don for children is that of agricul-
tural laborers, the number of chil-
dren .0 to 15 years old so employed
being 1,053,446.
Next in importance tomes domes-
tic service, occupation of servants
and waiters and waitresses, in which
138,000 children are employed.
About one-third of the children
employed in gainful occupations
were 15 years old and more than
one-half were 14 or 15 years old. The
number under 12 was 790,623.
Of the total number of child bread-
winners 10 to 15 years old 72.2 per
cent. were boys and 17.8 per cent
girls.
In 1900 the number of cotton mill
operatives 10 to 15 years old was
44,427. sOf the 71,662 messengers and
errand and office boys in the United
States 62 per cent were district and
telegraph messengers and errand
boys, 23.8 per cent were office beys
and 14.7 per cent bundle and cash
boys or girls.
The oceupatlor of the textile work
en or the needl trades furnished
employment to 115,070 children be-
tween 10 and 15 years old, of whom
5,315 were boys- and 29,930 girls. The
total number of children 10 to 15
years old engaged in the tobacco
and cigar fa,ctories were 11,462.
Of the 23,667 children for whom
statistics were specially compiled
the fatherless, or not living with
fathers, was 4,843.
The child labor problem is one of
the greatest social questions of the
future, and the stathstics presented
in the census bulletin will be studied
by thinking men everywhere with
absorbing interest.
LESSON VIII,FIRSTQUARTER,INTERNA-
TIONAL SERIES, FEB. 24.
Text Of the Lemma. Gen. ay. 1-10.
Memory N'erees, 5. 0-Golden Text,
Gen. xv, G-Conimentary Prepared
by Hey. D. M. Stearns.
[Copyright, :1907, by A tne t i(lt a Pre.,s Asrsoc ia t ion. I
.As 'God, 'the faithful Creator (l Pet.
iv. 19), saw His friend Abram return-
Aug from his victory over .the four
kings and saw the temptation that
. Satan was plann:ng for him through
the king of Sodom Ile forestalled the
• adversary by sending Melchizedek.,
' His servant, king of Salem and priest
I of the most high God, to bless Abram
,
and to meet hint with bread and wine..
so. thht when the king of Sodom offer-
ed Abram the goods he had captured
he was able to say: No; I thank you.
1 1-1Aving the blessing ef Him whopossesses heaven and earth, I prefer
to receive no favors from you. How
the church has fallen frem this high
standard, for It would be a rare thing
today to see her turn her back upon
any one who would send some earthly
possessions her way to help her carry
i on what she calls the Lord's work!
he is evidently not Intimate with the
possessor of heaven and earth.
I It seethe probable that the great ad
versary was making it lively ' for
Abram after his victory over the four
, kings and over the offer of Sodom's
king and was saying to him something
i like this: Those kings will gather their
forces and come upon you and take. 
you and yours off the earth, and what a
fool you were to refuse those goods
I you captured! So Abram doubtless
I
had some fears and also some thoughts
of the reward he might have had.
I Then the word of the Lord came unto
him In a vision, saying: "Fear not.
#
Abram. I am thy shield and thy ex-
ceeding great reward." Thus the Lord
I 
delivered His friend from his fears
, and comforted him by the revelation
4 of Himself. Lay to heart this fir
st
, precious "Fear not" and look up and
eat all the others you can find, and
may the Lord God be to you person-
ally a sun and shield (Ps. lxxxiv, 11).
and may you be satisfied with Himself
. as your reward.
I The years are passing with Abram,
and the heir has not been given, and
he inquires of the Lord about It and
ia brought forth and told to look to-
Ward heaven and number the stars if
he can (Verse 5), and he is assured
That so shall his seed be. This was e
higher look than that of alit, 14. even a
look to the Lord Himself, and in the
direction of His dwelling places.
In reply to his question. "'Whereby
shall I know?" be is referred to the
sacrifices, which all point to the one
great Sacrifice, by whom alone all
things are made sure. for "Al) the
promises of God in Him are yea and
In Him amen" (II Con I. 2(b. He who
igpared not His own Son will with Him
also freely give us all things (Rom.
vii). 32), .and it is out' privilege to
pep the'birds (the evil one. Matt. xill.
, 19),- away from the Promises by our
teadfastly believing them.
The 400 years' bondage of Abram's
PosteritV and then their deliverance are
here plainly foretold and also prefig-
hred.by the smoking furnace and the
burning lamp (verses 12-171. The Ift
eral fulfillment is seen in Ex. xii.
3,'5-4t even to their coming out with
great substance.
The reason why Abram could not at
once possess the land is given in verse
16, and we see in the same words the
reason why the Lord does not now
at once take the kingdom. Not till the
church is completed and taken away
shall the mystery of iniquity be fully
developed (II Thess. it. 7-9). In verses
18-2) we see that the land which God
gave to Abram by unconditional cove-
tient will reach from the river of
Egypt to the Euphrates, a very much
larger portion than that which ' we
now know as Palestine.
This is in some respects the most re-
usaskable chapter we have yet taken tip
since the creation and restoration of
chapters 1 and 2. There are so many
words used in it for the first time,
such as the word of God, vision, fear
net, shield, reward, believed, right-
eousness, etc.. and, inasmuch as the
first use of w word is the place to get
light upon its significance, one can
readily see by taking up these words
what a field for study and meditation
is here opened up. We have already
suggested the "fear nots," but what
about the words "believe" and "right-
eousness?" See how the Holy Spirit
has Himself repeated verse 6 in Rom.
iv. 3; Gal. iii, 6; Jas. II, 23, and in the
eontext in each place enlarged upon
them and made plain that God's only
way of righteousness Is by faith in
iesus Christ apart from any works of
burs (Rom. III. 24; Eph. 11, 8. 9; Tit.
ii, 5). -Up to chapter xiv. we have had
hut two names of our great Creator
snd Redeemer-viz, God (Elehiti) and
1Lhese-the first revealing to us God as
ord (Jehovah), or combinations of
•
the Creator, and the second (a name
ised perhaps 7,000 times In Scripture)
hesitating to us God as our Redeemer
bringing to us righteousness by sac-
rifieeTh n in chapter XlV, 18-20, we have
for the first time from the lips of Mel-
thieedek "the most high God" (El-
hlyon), the possessor of heaven and
harth, whom we so need to know if we
vould do His work in His way and
ot dishonor Him by worldly ways.
Now in this lesson we have another
revelation of pod in the name "Lord"
spelled with a capital "L" and "ord"
n small letters. Thie is the word
•Adonal," which the Jews use instead
of Jehovah. believing the latter to be
too holy to utter. It sutgests our Cre-
ator Redeemer as our possessor or pro-
prietor. The word "GOD" in caiiitas
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Every mother fools •
C. the most critical periodgreat dread- of the painand danger attendant upos
of her life. Becoming
A mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are, obviated by the use of Mother's
-Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
111101hen9s
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information o, interest to all women, will 11, end
be sent to any address free upon application to
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brane. It curss Ca.
tarrh and d:•ives
away a Cold in the
Read quickly Re-IlAY FEVERstores the Senses of
Taste and Smell Full size 50 ets.. at Drug.
gists or by mail; 'Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely 1trothers.56 'Warren Street. New Stork.
KILLThEeci'iidaribt










Surest and Quici-.,:st Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY l4ACK.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM .
.nn.or and beaut:fies tho hair.
ProMutt• • 14p9uriant growth.
Flute to Restore Gray
hair to its Youthful Color.
Cutts eo-a:p ci..0amee k hir 101144.
Sot:, a•id 51.00 fit rt•-•legiga
AMMIligian...=.1 •01 =0.•••
•rem. 
our end COMMON oiler
Weekly Kentucky New Era
for One Year and ALL FOR
$1 WORTH OF SEEDS
20 Packages of Your Own Selection
To every one sending in the above amount for a yea.. subscription
forward to them by Mail, prepaid, an assortment of
20 full Size Packets of Vegetable or flower Seeds
of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome litho-
graphed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran-
teed to be of the finest quality.
THIS OFFER
IS FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
to our paper (our regular price) , we will
CHECK AND












 Mengel, White Sugar
Golden Tankard
Long Red Mammoth































 Egg Piset, Improved Purple
Endive, Green Curled
White Curled
 Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter





























w,Snerdh,miitner Mast ack or Brown
Southern Curled







 Parsley, Double Curled
P-irsnip, Hollow Crown
 Pepper. Ruby. King
Bull Nose
Long Red Cayenne











  - Chinese Rose Winter
Yellow Summer Turnip
 Rhubarb, Victoria










 Tomato, Spark's Earliana
Matchless •














P. T. Strap Leaf
Ey. White Flat Dutch





 Ruts Raga, Skirvings
Improved American P. T.
Laings Improved
PLOWER SEEDS.





 Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered mixed
 Caealla (Tassel Flower)
Calendula (Pot Marigold)
 caillopsis, Best Mixed
Candy tuft, all colors mixed




 Clarkin, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegia)




 Gills, Mixed colors
Godetia (Satin Flower)
 Lentana, Fine mixed
Love in a Mist (Nigella)
 Lupins, Mixed annuals
Marigold, Double mixed
 Mignonette..Large flowering
Morning Glary: Tall mixed
Imperial Japanese




 Petunia. Finest mixed
Phlox Drummond', Mixed
 Pinks, China Pinks mixed
Japanese Pinks Mixed
 Poppy, Double mixed
Porttiirtett. Single mixed
 Ricinus (Castor Beans)
Rocket, All colors mixed
 Sunflower, Cal. Mammoth
Sweet Peas, Pure White
Eckford's Finest Mixed
 Sweet Sultan, Mixed
Sweet. William, mixed
 Virginia Stock. Mixed colors
Wallflower, Sweet scented
 zinnias. Double mixed
$1.00 Worth of •
Guaranteed See ' Abss
lutely Free -
Check the varieties wanted In the columns above and forward to us after lifting In
1 the blank below.
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose, for Instance, you may have 20
packets of 1 variety, or 5 each of 4 varieties, or 1 each of 20 varieties, any way so long
as you get 20; and be sure to write your name and address very plainly.
.' )ear Sir: Enclosed find $ fdr zehich please enter my sub-
scrip/ion to your paper for one year front date, and send me by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
NAME  
POSTOFFICE 
Rural Route No  STATE 
+4
All the Best Varieties
Will be Found Listed
Above.
- PRICES OF TOBACCO! FEARFUL ITCHING DUE IS
FIXED BY THE PLANTERS BURNING SORES
The following, according to a
press uispatelt from Clarksville,
Tenn., are the prices fixed on all
grades of tobacco the 1906 crop by
the Dark Tobacco Protective Asso-
- 4.tiation, and no tobacco will be sold
py the association, for less than the
prices named, and all tobacco pledg-
•ed to the association will be sold:
Italian, grade A, $17 per 100 lbs;
grade B. $15; grade 13-2, $13; grade
C-1, $11; low grade C, $9.50.
Austrian, grade A, $17.75; grade
B-1, $15.50; grade B-2, $13.50; grade
C-1, $12.50; grade C-2, $11.50.
French, grade A light, $11-50;
grade B light, $9.50; grade BC,
$9; grade C, $8.50; low grade C, $8;
;grade A heavy, $12; grade B Heavy,
$9.75; grade C heavy, $9.
_Spanish, grade A leaf; $11; grade
B leaf. $9.50; grade C leaf, $8.50; low
lugs, (trash), $6; lugs. common,
$6.25; medium, $6.75; good, $7.50 fine
• $7.60. .
Africans and Bailors, common, $9;
medium, $9; good, $10; fine', $12.
Spinners, fine, $14; good, $12;
medium, $10.50; common, $9.50; nub-
bins, $9.
Plug wrappers, fancy, $20; fine,
$16; good, $15; medium, $14; com-
mon, $13.
Snuff leaf, fine, $12; 'good, $11;
medium, $10: common, $9.
Neighbors Got Fooled.
"I was literally coughing myself
to death, and had become too weak
to leave my bed, and neighbors pre-
dietdd I wonld never leave it alive;
tont•they got foJied, for, thanks be
to God I was induced%•to try Dr.
King's New Discovery. It took just
four One dollar bottles to complete-
ly cure the cough an" restore me to
good sound health," writes Mrs.Eva
Uncapher of Urovertown, Stark Co..
Ind. This King of cough and cote
cures, and healer of throat and lungs
is Fuaranteed at Cook & Higgint
Main,-St. Pharmacy and J.O. Cook's
9th-St. Pharmacy.
50c and$1.00. Trial bottle free.
(From Monday's Daily
Mrs. 'Thomas W. Long and
Charles F. Jarrett have returned
from Paducah where they attended
thePfuneral of tits late Mrs. Bertie
Campbell.
Eulalia Surface, little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Surface. is
quite ill of tonsilitis at her home on
Walnut street.
Aubrey Tuggle has returned from
a three days' business trip.
Miss Kate Manson will leave 'to-
morrow for Baltimore where she
will spend a Month visiting Mrs.
Clyde Smith.
Mr. and"Mrs. R. G. Lyle, of How-
ell are in town today.
-
Nothing will relieve Indigestion
that is not a thorough digestant.
Kodol digests what you eat and al-
lows the _stomach to rest-recuper-
ate-grow strong again. KODOL is
a solution of digestive acids and as
nearly. as possib. e approximates the
digestive juices that are found in
the stomach. KODOL: takes the
work of digestive o:gans, and whi.e
performing this work itself does
greatly assist the stomach to a thor-
ough rest. In addition the ingre-
dients of KODOL are such as to
make it a corrective of the highest
efficiency and by its action.the sto-
mach is restored to its normal ac-
tivity and power. KODOL is manu-
factured in strict conformity with
the National Pure Food and Drugs
Law. Saki by R. C. Hardwick.
  --saw 
Neglected Colds Threaten Life.
[From Chicago Tribune]
" 'Don't trifle with a cold,' is good
advice for prudent men and women.
It may be vital in the case of a child
Proper food, good ventilation, and
dry, warm clothing are the proper
safeguards against colds. If they
are maintained through the change-
able weather of autumn, winter and
spring, the chances of a surprise
from the ordinary colds will be
slight. But the ordinary light cold
will become severe if neglected, and
a well established ripe cold is to the
trerms of dyptheria what honey is to
the bee. The greatest menace to
child life at this season of the year
is the neglected cold." Whether it
Is a adult, the cola slight or severe,
the very best treatment that can be
adopted is to give Chamberla'n's
Cough Remedy. It is safe and sure.
The great popularity and immense
sale,of this preparation-has been at-
tained by its remarkable cures of
this ailment. A cold never results
in pneumonia when it is given. For
sale by 7Anderson-Fowler Drug
Drug Co. (Incorporated) the leading
Drug Store 9th .and Main St. Hop-
kinsville Ky.
Boy in Misery 12 Years-Eczema
Spread Over Body in Rough
Scales, Cracked, Inflamed, and
Swollen-Case Pronounced Incur-
able, but Completely Cured by
Two Sets of Cuticura Remedies,
HIS SKIN NOW FINE
AND SMOOTH AS SILK
"I wish to inform you that your
wonderful Cuticura has put a stop to
twelve years of misery I passed with
my son. As an infant I noCced on
his body a red spot and treated same
with different remedies for about five
years, but when the spot began to
get larger I put him under the care
of doctors. Under their treatment the
disease spread to four different parts
of his body.' The longer the doctors
treated him the worse it grew. During
the day it would get rough and form
like scales. At' night it anuld be
cracked, inflamed, and badly swollen,
with terrible burning and itching.
When I think of his suffering, it nearly
breaks m.i. heart. His screams could
be heard down-stairs. The suffering
of my son made me full of misery. I
had no ambition to work, to eat, nor
could I sleep.
"One doctor told me that my son's
eczema was incurable, and gave it up
for a bad job. One evening I saw an
article in the paper about the wonderful
Cuticura and decided to give it a trial.
"I tell you that Cuticura Ointment
Is worth its weight in gold, and when I
had used the first box of Ointment there
was a great improvement, and by the
time I had used the second set of euti-
cum Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and Cuti-
cura Resolvent my child was cured. He
is now twelve years old, and his skin is
as fine and smooth as silk. Michael Stein-
man, 7 Sumner Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y., April 16, 1905."
FOR WOMAN'S EYE
Too much stress cannot be placed on
the great value of Cuticura Soap, Oint-
ment, and Pills in antiseptic cleansing,
thus affording pure, sweet, and economi-
ml local and constitutional treatment
for inflammations, itehings, irritations,
relaxations, displacements, and pains, as
well as such sympathetic affections as
anemia, chlorosis, hysteria, nervous-
ness, and debility.
Sold throughout the world. Potter
rhem. Corp Prop&, Boston, Malts,
Fret, Flow to Cure IkL Humors.
OF CHRISTfAN CIRCUIT COURT
WILL BEdIN MONDAY.
Circuit court will meet next Mon-
day morning for a four weeks' term.
This term promises to be a busy one
but there are no specially sensation!
at •s to be tried. There are two
murder cases on the docket but in
neither one has the party charged
with he' crime been arrestod. The
docket shows a total of 498 cases
divided as follows: 1'54 common-
wealth cases, 69 appearance equity,
183 continued equity, 61 appearance
common law, 31 continued common
law.
. Henry Johnson, Jini Jessup,
Ben Phelps, John Finch, Bailey
Reese and Rich Hawkins were ar-
rested in a house near Little River
in the nothern part of the city,' and
locked up on a charge of gambling.
PfaelpStand Reese plead guilty and
were -Allied $27.50 each, to settle
•which they went to the workhouse.
The Others will be tried this after-
(From Monday's Daily)
Charles•Foster, the three days old
son of Mr. and Mrs. James West,died
at their residence on South. Walnut
street this morning about 8 oclock.
Ever since its birth there had been
trouble with the heart action and
this morning the little life went on
The quick relief from pain afford-
ed by applying Chamberlain's Pain
Balm makes it a favorite With suf-
ferers from rheumrtistn, ;sciatica,
lame back, lumbago, and diep seat-
ed and muscular pains.
For sale by Anderson Fowiler.Drug
Co.(Inc) the leading Drag Otore, 9th
andMain. St., Hopkinsville Ky.
Willie wailed and Winnie heez-
ed, while wintry winds whine
weirdly. Willie wriggled while
Winnie wheezed .wretchediy. Wis-
dom whispers, winter winds work
wheezes, wherefore we write: "Use
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup."
Nothing else so good. Sold by R. C:
Hardwick.
140 AL $3 41..
sigEsszthe The Kind You Have Always Boughtar
A.lother Big Gathering Will Be
The Republican state convention
will be field on Wednesday, June 19.
Instead nf June 26, as original decid-
ed. Thetchange was made because
of the falct that the StateAssociation
of Masker Plumbers will hold its
annual convention in
beginniig June 25, an continuing
three da's. and It is belived that suit-
able hotrl accommodations cofild not
be provitled for the delegates to both
bodies. '
This aet was communicated to
Chairmn Ernst by Louis Seelbach.
Memr.bes of the committee held a
conference Over telephone and do-
cicled change of date.
Arnouig the candidates suggested
for the •arious positrons for which
nomidations are to be made at the
Republican state convention are the'
Governor-Judge W. 1-1. Holt, of
FrankfIrt; John W. Yerkes, corn-
missionpr of internal revenue; Judge
Ed. C.10'Rear, of the court, of ap-
peals; Jlohn W. Lewis, of Washing-
ton co nty; George W. Jolly, of
Owens nn;Williant Henry Jones,
of Barr n county; Judge A. R. Bur-
nani, o Madison county; A. E. Wil-
son, of Louisville; Judge James
Breahlitt, of Christian county.; E.
T. Froks, of Owensboro; GeOrge
W. W4Ich of Boyle county; Gen.
Dan Lindsay, of Frankfort; Judge
11. C. Faulkner, of 13arbourville ;W.
H. Coxl, of Madison county.
Lieutenant Governor-Judge Jas.
Breath tt, of Christian county; W.
H. Cox}, Madison county; William
Henry Jones,/ of Barren county ;-
John Marshall, of Louisville.
Voiney General-George W. Jol-
ly, of gwensboro; A. E. Wilson, of
Louisville; C. J. Waddell, of Hop-
kins county.
Auditor-C. M. Barnett. of Ohio
county!,; .W. H. Cox. of Madison.
TreaSurer-Lawson Reno, of Ow-
ensbor4; E. J. Paxton, of Paducah.;
W. P. Scott, of Dawson Springs.
Clerk( of the court of appeals-
Henry 1 Cassin,• of Louisville; Dud-
ley Lindsey, Owensboro; Ed S.
Woodsl of Muhlenberg county.
ComMissipner of Agriculture - • A.
C. Hanna, of Pike county; George
Baker Of Muhlenberg county.
Secretary of State-Ben L„Bruner,
of Hart couril.y;., S. D. Youong, of
Barrett' county.
Supethitendent of Public Instruc-
tion-S. A. Anderson, of Ohio coun-
ty; G4rge Kittinger,of Muhlenberg
county!.
Secrkary of State Central Com-
mittee- A. S. Bennett, of Ohio coun-
ty.
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers :of this paper will be
pleaseS1 to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been aJli 01 cure in all its stages,and
that is' Catarrh: Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the indy positive cure now known
to the Medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, )acting directly upon. the -blood
and intscous surfaces of the system,
tberebp- destroying the comidation
of the disease,and giving the patient
strength by building np the consti-
tutioni and assisting nature in doing
its wotk. 'I he proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any ease that it fails to cure.
Send or list of testimonials.
Addiress:
F. 4. CHENEY & CO., Toledo; 0.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Mi4 Bobbie Lyle (and Mr.iErnest
Udo, ar., were joined in matrimony
FridaY afternoon at the courthouse.
+Judge James Breathitt officiated.
I Mrs.11Tdo is a daughter of Mr. E. B.
Lyle;ii 
is a young farmer.'
Church Hill, and the bride-
groo
i Hunting for 1 rouble.
"I'+e lived in California 20 years
land am still hunting for trouble inthe way of burns, sores, wounds,
boils, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles
that Bucklen's Arnica Salve won't
quickly cure,' ';write Charles Wal-
ters, of Allegliany, Sierra Ce. No
use hinting, Mr. Walters, it cures
every case. Guaranteed at druggist
Price 25c at Cook & Higgins Main-St
Pharmacy and .1. O. Cook's 9th-St,
Pharinacy.
Commercial & Savinus
Bank December 31 1906
Loans $205,18.28
Overdrafts  406.85
Furniture and Fixtures  7,163.77
Due from Banks  43,533.41
Cash on Hand  25,939.50 •
Capital Stock $ 50,000.00
Surplus  1,500.00
Undivided Profits  1,309.56
Dividend, 3 per cent, this day  1,500.00
Deposits   217,892.25
Bills Rediscounted  10,000.00
$281,201.81
Comparative Statement of Deposits
Feb. 28th, 1906   $ 31,871.26
April 2nd,1906 65,134.14
June 30th,1906  131,102.79
Sept `29th, 1906  137,324.67
Dec, 31st, 1906  917,892.25
The Bank for the People."
Jas. West, President.
Depositary for State of Ky.
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How frequently- 1(14)es a head line simi-
lar to the above greet us in the news-
papers. The rush. push and strenuous-
ness of the American people has a strong
tendency to lead up to valvular and other
affections of the heart. attended by ir-
regular action. palpitation, dizziness,
smothered sensations and other distress-
tug symptoms.
Three of the prominesit ingredients of
which Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery is made are recommended by some
of the leading wr ,‘rs an -Valeria Medics
for the cure of just such cases. Golden
Seal root, for instance, is said by the
UNITED STATES DISPENSATORY, a stand-
ard authority. "to Impart tone and in-
creased power to the heart's action."
Numerous other leading authoritieS rep-
resent Golden Seal as an unsurpassed
tonic for the muscular system in general,
and as the heart is almost wholly com-
posed of muscular tissue, it naturally
follows that it must be greatly strength-
ened by this superb, general tonic. But
probably the most important ingredient
of "Golden Medical Discovery." so far
as its marvelous cures of valvular and
other affections of the heart are con-
cerned. is Stone root, or Collinsonia Can.,
Prof. Wm. Paine, author of Paine's
Epitomy of Medicine, says of it:
"I. not long since, had a patient who was
so much oppressed with valvular/disease of
the heart that his friends were !obliged to
carry him up-stairs. Be. however, gradually
recovered under the Influence of Collinsonin
(medicinal principle extracted from Stone
root), and is now attending to his business.
Heretofore physicians knew of no remedy
for the removal of so distressing and so dan-
gerous a malady. With them it was all
guess-work, and it fearfully warned the
afflicted that death was Hear at hand. Col-
linsonin unQuestionahly affords relief in
sncti cases. and in most instances effects s
cure."
Stone root Is also recommended by Drs.
Bale and Ellingwood, of Chicago, for
valvular and other diseases of the heart.
The latter says: "It is a heart tonic of
dire,a and permanent influence."
-Gulden Medical Discovery," not only
cures serious heart affections, but is a
west efficient general tonic and invigor-
ator, strengthening the stomach. invig-
orating the liver, regulating the bowels
and curing catarrhal affections in all
parts of,the system.
Br. Pierce's Pellets cure Constipation.
INSPECT MILITIA
'MORE THAN 100 ELKS
ENJOvED BANQUET AT THE
HOME THURSDAY NIGHT.





A delightful and inSpiriting occa-
sion was the banobet had last night
by the Elks to celebrate the seventh
institution of Hopkie,ville lodge
No. 545. Over a hundred business
and 'professional men gathered as
brothers around the beautifully dec-
orated tables and, for a brief season,
laid aside, their cares
ties, as in wholesome
they :loafed and
souls."
In Mark Twain's •
quette," No. I is, "
an Invitation to Di
breakfast and no inn
'have been well for th
adopted this suggestien for the' col-
lation was a sumptuo s one.
The menu was as llows :
"At present, if to j dge Fui able,
the finest works are Two For Damages Against The L.
ON THE T I3LF." '










Then it's time to act! No !i, 3
to study, to read, to experi-i
mem! You want to save yo,:r
hair, and save it quickly, too!1
So make up your mind this!
very minute rim if your hair
ever comes out you will use
Ayer's Hair Vigor. It makes
the scalp healthy. The hair
stays in. It cannot do any-
thing else. It's nature's way.
The best kind of a testimonial -
"Sold for over sixty years."
Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, EtaaC,
Also manufacturers of
P SARSAPARILLA.lifers PULS.CHERRY PECToR
LAST DAY OF 'SUITS












WAR DEPARTMENT WILL SEND Punch—a la Francaise
Ice Cream 'Assorted Cake
MAJ. JOHN C. T1LLSON. Demi Tasse Cigars
Itinerary Announced by Adjutant Gen-
eral—Begins at Leitchfield.--The
Third Regiment Corm's First.
Information received at the state
military department from the war
department is that Maj. John C. F.
Tillson, of the Fourth infantry, has
been detailed to come to Kentucky
and make the annual inspection of
state militia for the department. The
inspection will be begun on the even-
ing of April 1 next, beginning with
._the company at Leitchfield. Col.
Marvin Parrent, assistant adjutant
0eneral. will accompany M•tjor Till--
sun and, make the inspection upon
the state department.
The itinerary for the inspection
provides for inspection first of the
companies of the Third regiment,
commanded by Col. Jouett Henry, of
Hopkinsville; then the First regi-
ment, commanded by Col. W. B.
Haldeman, and lastly the Second
regiment, commanded by Col. J.
Embry Allen, of Lexington. The
first ten clays of April will bt? taken
up with the Third regiment, the in-
specting officers visiting the com-
panies in the following order: Leitch-
field, Hartford, Central City, Owens-
boro, Henderson, Madisonville, Ear-
lington, Hopkinsville and Bowling
Omen.
The officers will arrive in Louis-
vi on April 11 and remain their
two days. inspecting the nine con.-
patties, hopital coins and band. The
Inspection of the eompanies of the
Second regiment will begin on April
13. as following: Lawrenceburg, Dan-
rifle, Barboursville, Pineville, Mid-
dlesboro, Whiteaburg, Lexington
and Frankfort. The inspection will
be completed April 23 at Frank fort.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
a Favorite
"We prefer Chamberlain's Cough
RelnedY to any other for our child-
ren," says Mr. L. W. Woodbury, of
Twining, Midi. ••It has also done
the work for us , hard colds and
croup and we take pleasure in re-
commending. it" , For sale by the
Anderson Fowler .Drug Co.( Inc. )the
ending Drug Store. 9th and Main.
it.. Hopkinsville. Ky.
/Cure- Blood, Skin Diseases, Cancer
Greatest Blood Purifier f-ree.
If your blood is-impure, thin, dis-
easd, hot or full of humors. if you
have blood poison, cancer, carbun-
: cles, eating sores, scrofula, eczema,
; Itching, risings and bemps, scabby.
; pimply skin, bone pains, catarr it
; rheumatism, or any blood or skin
disease, take Botanic Bits* Balm
(B. B. Bdi. Soon all sores 'heal
aches and pains stop and the blood
, is made pure and rich. Druggiat or
by cxpcess $1 per large bottle 3
bottles for $2.:si .4,6 bottles for $5.00.
Sample free by witting Blood Balin
Co., Atlanta, ;it. B. B. B. is- especi-
ally for chronic, deep-seat-
- ed eases, as it cures after ad else
' 'aims.
-•. DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel 
treatment.
Salve and get relief. Nothing else
so good. Beware of imitations. See 
C7.EL Si fir 4:=IC XX X .41 .
the last day. ion of Kentucky. He was elected
Mrs. Willie F. Henderson has Ill- from McCracken county to a seat in
ed atilt for divorce against, her lnis-
Following is the prOgram of toasts: band. Rev. W. S. Henderson.charg-
"AND THE TALK I ing him with abandoning her. She
slid North, and the talk slid South. says they were married in 1885 and
With the sliding Puffs from the •that herd•aisba.nd left her in Janu-
ary 1904. She states in her petition
Toastmaster. Mr. John Feland that Rev. Mr. Henderson was in the
"Many are called; but few
get up."—Oliver Herford. habit of holding tent meetings 
and
the holiness faith, She
Doing Others Good Fra Fela.nd Preaching
••‘1% hat shall I do? would be charges that while holding one of
directed." these meetings he became "stricken
" 'Whom shall I do • 'She kind- w*ith a stroke of passing fancy" for
ly eorrected.—Author Unknown, one of the, ladies who was helping in
The Old Guard.the meeting and he forsook his law-
ful wife, Mrs. Henderson prays for
"Where are the friends of my
youth? Thiti is po tonum. the custody of their three children.
drum. W. F. West, as next friend for
Some are in jail; oine ought
to be."— A rtetna. Ward. Marion West, has brought s
uit
That Reminds Me  
against the Loeisville & Nashville
.Co railroad company for $1,000 damages.
"Once upon a time It is alleged that while a passenger
—0 on one of the defendant's ttains
Elks et Al. .Mr, from this city to Nortonville a win-
"All mankind's dow of the car fell on the boy's fin-
charity."—Pope, ger and amputated it. It is charged
that the accident was due to the
faulty condition of the window.
Another damage suit against the
Louisville & Nashville is that of
Henry Thomas who also prays for
$1,000. He says that on Dec. 29, 1906
he took passage at Ittt Bena, Miss.,
for Hopkinsville, that he changed
cars at Nashville according to direc-
tions given by employes of the rail-
, The Ede enth Hour  road com
pany, but that then he ar-
Exalted Ruler Tate rived at Hopkipsville the train did
"To our absent brothers."
Auld Lang Sync. 
I not stop sufficient long to allow him
and his famOy to get off and they
"The festive hours thus pass away,. were taken on to' Nortonville where
Till time brings on the close of day. they were forced to stay all night in
The menu was prepared and serv- a cold room before they could catch
•ed under the skillful supervision of another train t3 this city.
that prince of chefs, James Berry,
and his uniformed waiters placed 
•
The profit of a gold mine depends,
the courses with promptness and • not on the amount of rock crushed
precision. The club rooms were under the stamps but upon the
horat 'decorated with the whitea 43 3 amount of gold which can be ex-
and purple of the order and with tracted from the rock. In a similar
American flags. This color scheme. -11-way the value of food which is eat-
was carried out as far as possible in en does not depend on the 'quantity
the menu. The ices were in purple which is taken into the stomach but
and white with miniature flatO4 in upon the amount of nourishment ex-
For $1000, Each.
(From Saturday's Daily) •
Yesterday was the last day on
which suits could be filed for trial
at, the coming term of circuit court
but the uuwber of suits filed was
smaller than is generally the case oi
1.101111.1110b
SHORT IN ACCOUNTS RHELIMATIS
LOUIS P. HEAD REMOVED AS CUREDCLERK AT PRISON
Report Fi!ed With Commission Places
Amount Missing At
$513.51.
FILA NI<FOItT, crdk r
'was entered upon the records of the
State Prison ( 'ommission to-day re-
moving Louis P. Head" of Paducah.
as clerk of the Eddy ville branch pen-
itentiary, it being apparent that M.
Head is short in his accounts with
reference' to the prisoners' fund of
that institution. The shortage is
given in a report fill with the com-
mission by its secretary, .1. I'. Bar-
low, as being $643.7,1 "vs-ith a credit pf
money returned amounting to $130,
leaving yet due from Head and his
bondsmen, the iltm of $513.51. The
order entered by -the commission in
the matter reads as follows:
The accounts of Mr. Louis P.Head,
clerk of the Eddyville penitentiary, ,
having been investigated upon the
order of the Board of Prison Com-
missioners, and it being apparent
that Mr. Head is short in his ac-
counts with reference to the prison-
ers' final, L. P. Head is hereby re-
moved as. clerk of the Eddyville pen-
itentiary for neglect of duty, this
February 14, 1907. The, secretary of
the board is hereby directed to tran-
smit a copy of this order of removal
to the Warden of the Eddyville pen-
itentiary and to Mr. L. P. Head.'
Mr. Head. the deposed clerk, is a-
I well-known laborJleader in his sect•
"Coffee without tobacco is






What Next? Mr. Robert A. Cook
"Civilized man cannot live
without Cook's.".--Mereditli.
The Young 'Uns .Mr. John Stites
"Gee! But I'm glaki I'm 'iv-
- ing."—Cohan.
A Crack at Creation 
.William T. Fowler
"Then will he talk. Ye gods!
how he will talk."- Lee.




Divine favor on the assemblage traeted from it- by the 
organs of nu-
was Impressively invoked by Es- trition and digestion. When these
teemed Leading Knight E. J. Dun- organs are diseased they fail to ex-
can. tract the nourishment in sufficient
John Feland was master of cere-• quantities to supply the needs of the
monies and he presided with -char- several organs of the body, and these
aeterist le ease and grace. His open- -organs cannot work without nour-
ng address was excellent and his ishment. The result is heart
introductions were in the happiest "trouble," liver "trouble," and
of veins. The after-dinner talks many another ailment. Dr. Pierce's
were capital, rich in humor, spark-
ling with wit and yet were pitched
on a plane of dignity and earnestness
rather uncommon in postpra.ndial
oratory. The tenets of the 'order,
charity, fustIce, brotherly love and
fidelity, were emphasized and every
man present was put in closer touch
with his brother Elks and his love
Golden Medical Discovery; acting
on every organ of the digestive and
nutritive system, restores it to
health and *Igor. It cures diseases
rernete from the stoinach through
the stomach in which they origin!.
nated. "Golden Medical Discoveiy"
contains neither alcohol nor nar-
codes.
for humanity was direned. •
•l'hiong the messages of good cheer
received by the lodge 'was one front
Thomas G. Littlehales, of Phila.;
delphia,, the first exalted ruler. I William -tirau, thei well krto
wn
s. • aa. baker, was adjudged to be of un-
Piles of people have Piles. Why sound mind, Friday afternoon, and
suffer from plies 'Oen you can IOW NYRS sent to. the Western asyl
um for
eaSta4e 
•-1" CO TT_ .
Thit Y041 Aikatt 1110
Sent to Asylum.
The Kind You Ha buys Bou
that the name is stamped on each. 
ys ggNan ts•








Price 25c 50c, & $1.00
Sold by r.x11 Dealers
"Sloan's 7reatise On The Horse" Sent Free
Address Dr. Earl S.Sloan,Boston,Ma55.
•••••••••••••••• 
VIVESISreiCYVIAKIONIFSKIZIFTIFYSE,
the lower house of the last General 0.
Assembly and was prominent in its
deliberations. The prisoners' fund re-
ferred to in the order of dismissal
entered by the commission. is a fund
representing money left at the office
of the branch prison by inmates o
the institution or their friends for the
purchase of small comforts. It is
kept by the clerk of the prison and
paid out by him for the articles pur-
chased by the prisoners, they not be-
ing allowed to have money inside the
walls.
According to the report filed with
the commission by Secretary Barlow.
the sum total of the fund is $1,220.80,
and he found it, a cash balance of
only $577.09, leaving a deficit of $848.
51. Mr. Head explained the deficit .
by saying that he had the money
kept with his personal account and
just overchecked it inadvertently.
He has always borne an excellent
reputation at pad omit, so his friends
here say, and the small shortage will
be met almost immediately.
A Valuabls Lesson.
"Six years ago,I learned a valua-
ble lesson." writes John Pleasant. ef
Magnolia. lnd. "I then began tak- '
lug Dr. King's New Life Pills, and l
the longer I take them the 'better I
find them." They please every-
body. 25c box. Guaranteed by
Cook & Higgins' Main-St.Pharmacy
and J. 0. Cook's 9th-St Pharmacy.
HAPPY WOMEN.
r
Plenty of Them in Hopkinsville, and
Good Reason for It.
Wouldn't any woman be happy,
After years of backache suffering
Days of misery, nights of unrest,1
The distress of urinary troubles,
She finds relief and cure?
No reasen why any Hopkinsville
•reader . '
Should suffer in the face of evi-
dence like this: *
Mrs. John Coombs, of 1228 South
Virgirria street, says:
"For a great many years l suf-
fered with a persistent aching across
my loins and through the kidneys.
At times my back was so bad that I
could hardly turn ia bed and I could
hardly lay on my back at all without
placing m3r hand under it, which
seemed in some measure to relieve
the pain. A friend of Mr. Coombs
told him about Doan's Kidney Pills
and he got a box for me at L. A.
Johnson & Co.'s drug store. On
using them I steadily improved until
the dreadful aching was relieved and
I could attend to my household
duties without any' inconvenience.
They did' more for me than any
medicine I ever used and l•gladly
reeommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo,
New York, sole ageitts for the. United
States. ,
Remember the name — Doan's —




1 Dr. Edwards, specialty eye, :ear, nose and throat. Test made •free of charwe for glasses. Phee- 1











My stock of Ladies Muslin Underwear is
new and never larger or better. You will
have to see the line to appreciate the
GOOD Qt. A LI riEs ,,AND LOW I-K.CES.
T. 11. JONES






We Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public to
Call and Inspect Our New Quarters,
orner Seventh and Main
Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful and untiring service is at the command of every cus-
tomer.
We furnl-h our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
Henry C. Cant, Pres, J. E. MoPherwon, (ashler.










I A so Sell the Co'unibia
and Victor
I Have Records for
All Kinds
of machiiies at standard prices.
Call home Phone 1054 or Come
and see me.
West, Jr.,




What name so dear to every patrio-
tic American !We honor his memory
this week on the anniversary of his
birthday. Log may the Stars and
Stripcs, emblem of the liberty he
won for us, wave over a free and
happy people, and may the spirit of
truth that animated him be ours
also. Until the next anniversary
we will try to be first in stability,
first in liberality, and first in the
hearts of our customers.
Blt_N S. wINFREE,
Fire and Life Insurance,




















Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
1
rue
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 17.—In deal-
ing in a new and strikingly personal
way with sthe parable of the talents
the preacher shows how it applies to
men of means and influence in every
position in life today. The text is Luke
IS. "Whosoever hath not, from
him shall be taked away even that
which he seemeth to have."
It is amazing bow the addition of
ole little word may change the whole
meaning of a sentence. For a long
time I could not understand the twen-
ty-nhith verse of the twenty-fifth chap-
ter of Matthew. Christ in his wonder-
ful way had been telling the parable of"
the man who went into the far country
after he had delivered unto his serv-
ants his goods. The story is almost
identical with the history of your own
Life.
Por years and years you were a
slave to business. You kept up a brave
front, but for nearly a quarter of a
ceutury you were trembling upon the
brink of bankruptcy. The children
were young and had to be supported
and educated. Your business had not
yet been well established. The busi-
ness world was eyeing you askatieet
You had to buy your goods on long
credit and therefore pay higher for
them than if you had the ready cash.
The result: It was grind, work, econo-
mise. But after a time the financial
condition made a turn for the better.
Two of your boys finished their school-
ing and were able to support them-
ee-ives. One of your daughters married.
With the lessening er expenses at
home there came a marvelous growth
at the store. Instead of living upon the
"amterow lane of difficulty" you moved
into Easy street. One night you came
home and after dinner you said to yens
wife: "My dear, I have fought the bot-
tle 'of life and won it. It is time for us
to take a wedding trip. We did not go
Very far when we were married. We
were too poor. Let us next spring start
upon a trip around the world." "Oh.
John." she said, "can you afford it':"
"Yes," you answered. 'And I think we
can take our youngest daughter along.
She is all we have left at home."
At once you began to make prepara-
tions. Your wife planned for the care
of the house.. You made the arrange-
ments at the store. You called in one
employee and said, "Harry, you will
take care of this department." You
called in another and said, "Joe, you
tate charge of that department." To
another man you gave one task and to
another a different responsibility. Thou
you set sail. With your wife and
daughter you were away from home
nearly a year. When you returned you
called your various employees to ren-
der an account of their stewardship.
You rewarded each man according as
he had fulfilled the trust committed to
his charge. Such is the modern par-
allel of the parable of the twenty-fifth
chapter of Matthew.
Now, when the good man of this
parable found out that there was one
who had failed to fulfill his trust he
says, "Take therefore the talent from
him and give it unto him who heth
ten talents, for unto every one that bath
shall be given, and he shall have an
abundance, but from him that bath
not shall be taken away even that
which he hath." "Strange," I used to
say when I read these words. "How
can anything be taken away from a
man who has nothing?" Can nothing
come from nothing? Yet here in this
Nimble of Matthew we read, "From
him that bath not shall be taken away
even that which he bath." "I cannot
understand these words." I used to
say; "I cannot understand them."
The Real Meaning.
But some time ago I had a stran
illumination of the meaning of this
chapter. Just as you enter a dark
room and go to the window ,and lift
the green shade and a flood of sunlight
pours in, so I had a windowful of gos-
pel light poured upon these words. One
day while reading the expression a::
found in Luke I came upon the one
word "seemeth." Then I read the con-
clusion of the parable in Matthew in
conjunction with my text in Luke, and
I found that the two verses meant
practically the same. This is the way
I read the two verses: "Take hesei
therefore how you hear, for who.soese.•
bath to him shall be given and whoso-
ever bath not from him shall be takeu
away even that which he seemeth to
have." "Oh," I exclaimed, "I see it!
When a man is untrue to the trust
God has given to him, he may seem to
have wealth and happiness, be may
seem to be blessed with joys which
are denied the children of God, bto
there shall come a time when he shall
stand before all men stripped of his
false assumptions." To pretend to have
does not prove that we have. Tins
word -seemeth" is the pivotal word of
my sermonic theme. I want to prove
to you that no man can eternally pos-
sess anything that is good and true
and pure unless he possesses them
through his fidelity and consecration to
Jesus Christ. When a man has gifts
and talents given to him that there-
with he may do effective service for
Christ and he uses them for his own
advantage or does not use them at all.
he will be called to account at the
!oar of God. Then God will say, "Take
away even that which he seemeth to
have"
The tuost absurd assumption, In the
!fret place, of a worldly wise man is
to suppose the gold, or the land, or the
railroad stocks, or the Montana cop-
WEEKLY KNTJi NEW ERA PAG
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per mines, of which he has control for
a few years are his and his alone.
They are no more his than the talent
which the master gave to his unfaith-
ful servant in the parable was his.
They are no more his than the money
which you give to a Wall street broker
to buy for yqu some Peunsylvania rail-
road stock is his. They are no more
his than the tree growing in my fruit
yard belongs to the robins who come
there each year' to build their nests to
it. They are no more his than the
waters • which flow down from the
Adirondack mountains and work their
way past the Highlands and cool them-
selves under the shadows of the Pal-
isades belong to the men who live on
an estate which rims the banks of the
, Hudson.
Belongs to Public.
I, might feast my eyes upon that wa-
ter if I would on a moonlight night. !
I might launch my skiff into those wa;
ters and with powerful stroke till the
blades of my oars with Its treasures so
that when those drops fall back into
the bosom of the stream they look like
a beautiful collection of sparkling
gems. But I could not control it or
change its course. If I tried to change
the current of the Hudson river those
i who live below me would rise up in
wrathful protest and cry: "Stop! Stop!
I That river belongs to us as much as to
you. You can use those waters to irri-
gate your gardens and fields if you
will, but after your flowers and corn
an grain have drunk their fill youm st let those waters flow back into
th river again. You must not change
the onivard flow which will bring those
waters to us. You can use the river ;.-z
It creeps past your land, but then that
river belongs to us and not to you." So
with the' great river of gold. Tho
worldly wise rich man may say, "ThIa
land is mine, these rivers are mine.
this endiees system of railroad tracha
Is mine, these newspapers and these of-
fice buildings are mine." "No," an-
swers God. "not thine, but mine. I
I give thee the use of them for a little
I
'
while as the employer gave the talents
to the servants in the parable. But
soon I shall take them back again."
-All?" "Yes, all. Then I shall denaluei
an account of thy stewardship." Do
you not see what I am driving at? The
rich man may seem to own his land,
but he does not. Ile is a trustee and a
trustee alone. Soon at the brink of ohs
grave that ' trusteeship shall be taken
a way.
i Yet, to bear some worldly wise men
talk, you would suppose that when
they are taking au inventory of Cod's
money they are taking an inventory
of 'their own gold, which they could
I keep forever. They seem to act like a
selfish dog. After you have fed your
Scotch collie all he can eat what doe;
' he do? He takes the bones that areI
left and carries them out into the gar-
den and there digs a big hole. Then
he puts those bones into that hole and
covers them up. Then he looks at the
place a minute and seems to say: ",A h.
I am very prudent! No trouble cau
entrap me. Some day I will get hun-
gry when my master may be visiting
or dead. Then I will be independent
of all my surroundings. I will go to
yonder brook and find water to drink.
I will come here and dig up the-e,
bones and ha ve a glorious feast.
Therefore I shall never die, because I
have lots to drink and lots to eat."
Thus with the worldly wise man. Eei
I does not look upon hi
s lands and gold
as God's, but as his own. He goes and
digs his holes and buries in them his
goods. Then his actions seem to say:
"I will live forever. I am Independent
of all my surroundings."
The Unfaithful Servant.
When I see this cringing, crawling.
unfaithful servant of the parable be
leg deprived of his one talent, which
he has hidden in his bank vaults, as a
dog .hides a bone, I cannot shut my
ears to the false assumption of virtue
with which this unfaithful servant
tried to assail his master's character.
He seems to say: "Master. I know
what a tyrant thott art. I know how
unrelenting and bitter thou wouldst
be if I made one mistake in n'y in-
vestments. I knew that if I made a
poor purchase and lost any of the cap-
ital thou wouldst never cease to bound
me and that thou wouldst demand all
thy gold back or my life's blood. And
so, on account of the fear of making
a mistake, I did nothing. Here thou
bast the money that is thine." What
happened a With one mighty grip the
master tore into shreds the black gar-
ment of hypocrisy which covered -that
craven heart. With one denunciatory
verbal blow he silenced those lying
lips. He tore away all the unfaithful
servant's pretenses to virtue when he
said: "Hyp—rite and falsifier thou art.
Thou host not only proved recreant to
the talent I gave thee, but thou art
now trying to cover that guilt with
perjury and lies. Thou art doing as
most unfaithful sçrvants and evildoers
do. When they ar convicted of wrong-
doing they try to lay the blame at
some one else's door." Oh,,my friends,
are you and I taking that course?'
When we think of our unused talents,
when our consciences tell us that God
Intended us to use the gifts that are
lying idle, what is our answer? Is our
excuse that other men prevent us or
that God is a hard master in requiring
as to work?
Then, again, there are men who
would mal:e their inactivity appear os
true kindness. How often do we see
the unfaithful servants of life with an
assumed expression of virtue upon
their countenances? They are saying:
"I know people say I am selfish. I
know people say that I am mean. But
what can I do? I wish that I might be
abfe to help others. But if I help them
I will only do them an injury.. It Is
better for every' man to learn to help
himself rather than to be helped by his
brothers. The easiest way to make a
well man a cripple is to give lilm a
crutch. The easiest way to make a
lame man well is to take away his
crutch and compel him to 138e his weak
4
limb. I am my neighbor's frienu and
God's disciple, although people know it
not."
His Hypocrisy.
My brother, when you try to defena
your sioful, selfish actions by puttiag
the blame of your sins upon others, do
you Ismeatly mean that you are telling
the truth? No, you know you are not.
Like the unfaithful servant hi the par-
able, you are trying to cover up sseis
tiger .'laws with sheep's wool. You ar.-
trying to shield your own sins with a
tissue of lies: People admire the strong
wing on which the eagle soars, but a
great preacher took a different view of
its flight. "Do you see," he said, "yon-
der eagle, bow it mounts? Does it care
for the ethereal blue or aspire to com-
mune with the Mars of the heavens?
Not a whit. Such airy considerations
have no weight with the bird. And yet
you will not wonder that it soars when
you remember that it thus obtains a
broader range of visiion and so becomes
the more able to provide for its nest.
The bird mounts toward heaven, but it
always. keeps its eyes upon the outlook
for its prey. It soars that it may flash
downward with full swoop upon tha
object of its desires.- So with some
sinful men. With their honeyed words
they seem to be mounting toward the
heavenly blue. They pretend to be liv-
ing an unselfish life. But they are not
mounting thus toward heaven to live
nearer to God. They are mounting
thus in order that they may have wider
range for their oiepredations. They as-
sume the white, spotless robes of vir-
tue, but their hearts are as black and
as craven as the unfaithful servant of
the parable.
But not only does the worldly wise
man incur loss of property when his
Lord comes and reckons with him. He
loses the society and eternal compan-
ionship of those dear to him. He seems
to assume that, no matter how selfish-
by he may live or what sins he may
commit, he shall be able to live for-
ever with the same kind of good peo-
ple with whom he has associated on
earth. He seems to think, because the
Master of the parable has let him
work side by side with his faithful
servants here for a time, that when he
comes back he will still let faithful
aervants live aide by side with him.
Now, this is not to be. Not only did
the Master take away from his un-
faithful servant his talent and tear
away his hypocritical pretenses to vir-
tue, but the Master also debarred that
unfaithful servant forevermore asso-
ciating with those who had been faith-
ful to their trusts. ,
If you turn to the twenty-fifth (amp-
ter of Matthew. you will find that
Jesus taught this fact beyond all per-
adventure. After Christ had told the
parable of the unfaithful servant wita
the dramatic power of a true orator he
suddenly changed his illustration into
the scene of a courtroom. Here is the
open court of the east. Here are the
multitudes of all ages assembled. There
is the throne upon which God will sit as
the Divine Judge, who shall pass upon
each mortal life. After each servant
has given an aecouut of his steward-
ship the Divine Judge will pronotinee
the sentence. Listen to the awful oiog
of those words:. "And before him shall
be gothered all nations, and he shall
separate them one from another as u
shepherd divideth his sheep from the
gouts, and he shall set the sheep on his
right hand and the goats on his left."
Oh. yes; there will be an awful sepa-
radial soute day! The faithful serv-
ants iii mist be separated from the had.
That means, "If I do not render a good
aceount of my stewardship; God will
seperete We lu eternity from Ii vin:
with !bottle who have been faithful to
their trust."
Oh, unfaithful servants, ye pretead
to believe that your mother, your wife.
your daughter, your son, belong t
you? If you do not render a true ac-
count of your stewardship, God will
Just as surely take them away from
you as some day he will take away
your money and shatter your hypocris
teal pretenses to virtue. Someday t
shall send his death angel into your
home. You may bar and bolt the front
door, but the death angel corn-
right in. Ile will not loiter much io
the dining room or the parlor. He will
ascend the staircase and stop at till.:
bedroom and that. He will look hits
one bedroom and there find your old
mother reading her Bible. He will or
proach her gentle form and tap hi!,
upon the shoulder and, say: "Come.
child OS God. Come! By thy illumine ;
face I know thou last beets fuithfin
to thy trust." Then he will find your
d'aughter upon her knees. He will say
to her: -Come, daughter. Jesus is
waiting." He will call thy Christian
father. He will stop a minute as he
hears your dear wife pray, "0 Goa.
save me and save. my dear husband,
that we may dwell together with thee
in paradise." Why will yonder angel
be weeping? Thou knowest or ought
to know. Unless thou dust repent au]
make a righit. rendering of thy steward-
ship thy family circle after death wi'l
never lie reunited. You may say you-
loved ones belong to you, but your pr -
sumption may be' based upon fai.s.
prenilses. Your Christian lovei one •
belong to you if you are faithful t
your divine trust as they are fitithfra
If thou an not faithful, then they do
not belong, to you. They shall not las
long- to you any more than your g'•,1
after death will belong to you. "And
he shall separate them one from an-
other, as a shepherd divided' the sheco
from tho goats," -For whosoever lint h
to him Slinr be given, and from him
that bath not shall be taken away even
that which he seemed' to have." •
But I Moat not talk about famed
separations melees I tell you a coover-
soden that would probably go on be-,
tweeti the faithful servant and the un-
faithful one before the master of the
par:414y returned and deunueled an se.
vountht,z fin. the trusts which ee
eommitted to them. •riw
carried :detail to the three mervaeteof
the parable. The meeseugera came to
ouss..00sssaiellassetiliSeargiss
the town where these servants lived
nod said: "The master is coming. Ile
will soon be here. You must make
preparations to receive him. He Is
coming very woe."
Preparing For His Return.
At once the different servants went
forth and gathered in tlieir talents, or,
to use the business parlance, the mon-
eys which they had !vested. On the
night before the minister came then
three servants were seated together be-
fore the great fireplace of the master's
sitting room. One of these servants
turned to another and said: "John.
what have you made with your tal-
ents?" "Well," answered John, "you
know the master gave me five tal-
ents. Of course that is a big lot of
money to invest, but I kept busy. I
knew he would come soon. And as the
result of my. labors I have gained five
talents more. I shall delight to give
them all to him, for he has been a kind
and loving master to me."
"What have you done, Peter?"
"Well." answered Peter, "I did not
have as many talents as you, but I
took what he gave, and I went to wom•S
for his dear name. He gave me two
talents, and I earned for him two
talents more. I shall be proud to give
them to him. He has been a good
master to me." "Good, good," says
John. "How pleased the master will
be with your work, Peter! I know lie
will be just as pleased with your la-
bors as he Is with mine. We have
both done what we could."
Just to the rear of Peter and Jaye
sat the third servant. I think his name
was Judas. Judas was sitting very
still. Peter says to Judas, "Well, Ju-
das, what have you done for the mas-
ter?" Judas looks up. He gruffly an-
swers: "Nothing. To tell the truth, I
know that I ought to have labored for
the master as you fellows did, but I
wanted to have a good time while the
master was away, and I had it. I
think, however, I have done better
than you two. I have eaten my cake,
and I still have it. What I am going
to do when he comes is to throw all
the blame on him. Then he will feel
ashamed to punish me' Just then the
three servants jumped to their feet.
The cry was taken up outside: "Make
way! Open the door! The master is ,
coining. Render ye servants an ac-
count of your stewardship. Open the
door and let the master in."
My brother, do you think that con-
versation which I have been telling
you was merely a fictitious one? D)
you believe the unfaithful servar.:
would ever have another chanee ts
make a proper use of the master's tal-
ent? Deep down in your heart yoo
know whether Christ will grant yoo
another chance for salvation beyond
the grave. You may say, "The un-
faithful servant in the parable did not
have another chance, but I shall." Ali
that I can say is: "If the unfaithful
servant did not, neither will you. .If
the unfaithful servant did have anoth-
er chance, then you will have." Re-
niember this is not my parable, but
Christ's. You alone must apply the
lesson of this parable in order to real-
ize the eternal destiny of your soul.
May the Holy Spirit help you to real-
ize it in Christ's way, and then you
will give up your indolent lives and go
to work for him who has eudowed you
with the talents for which you will
have to give account.
[Copyright, 1907, by Louis Klopschl
ENJOY EATING,
Good Digestion Oan be Readily Gained
w;th Mi-O-na Stomach Tablets.
It is torment to look upon a tempt-
ing dinner and realize that to eat
freely means distress and suffering.
Let us tell you how you can enjoy
eating, so that the heartiest meals
will set well and cause no vain, dis-
tress or uncomfortable 'feel i lig of full-
ness.
If you cannot eat and enjoy three
good', hearty, satisfyinimeals a day
without any feeling of discomfort,
your stomach is weak and needs the
strength which ni-o-na stomach
tablets will give it. You cannot -af-
ford to delay treatment, for the
longer you allow the digestive organ
to be weak, the harder it will be to
get help.
'The remarkable curative and
strengthening power ,of Mi-o-na is
attested by the guarantee, which
L. L. Elgin gives with every 50c box.
"He returns the money if Mi-o-na
fails to cure."
If you find that eating well-coked
and properly chewed food is follow-
ed by heaviness and load on the
stomach, by bloating, by gulping of
acids and wind, by distress, .nerv-
ousness, headtiche„ trouble.to sleep,
or. by any other symptoms of disor-
der or weak stomach, you should
begin the use of Mi-o-na at once .It
is guaranteed one of the best .known
druggist In Hopkinsville to cure al
disorders of the stomach, or cost
nothing. A guanintee like this
means a good deal. F2I M4
•"1".6.ta/46.,6%41., .601
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AVegetable Preparation forAs -
silnhlating the Food and Reg ula -
Ling the Stomachs and Bowels of
INFAN/S:Q.itiliDREN
Promotes Digestion,Cheerrul-










A peed Remedy for Cons tipa
Ron, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-
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For Infants and Children.
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Its 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
fion't Do It. It. Dangerous.
We' it admit it will cure =Oar* bet it leaves
almost deadly after 'effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliou
sness,
and all stousach, kidney and liver conzplainta
TRY IT TO-DAY.
SO Cents a Bottle. All DI uggiess.
At Anderson-Vovvier Co. Inc, and L. L. Elgin
Louisville le Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD Effective April 13,1905
NORTH. SOUTH
No. 62 St. Louis Express 10:08 a in No. 61 St. Louis Express.. .6:12 p
No. 64 St. Louis Fast.... 10:06 p in No. 51St. Louis Fast Mail. 6:12 a in
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93,Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6:47 a m Orleans Limited.... 11:60 p in
No. 68 Hopkinsville Accom  8:65 p m I No. 65 Hopkinsville Accom.7:06 a m
Nos. 62 ard M connect; at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 and 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points,. •
No. 82 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers tc points
south I .f Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa. Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans, Connects
Guthrie for points east and west.
44404•444•1144.444.4w
J. C. HOOE, Agt.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME CARD.
Effective Dec. 10th, 1905
NORTH BOUND.
No. 336, Paducah-Cairo Accommodation, leave
" 206, Evansville and Mattoon Express, leave.. .. 11:20 a. in.
M4, Princeton Accommodation, leave 8 sad p.
28, Chicago-Nashville Limited, leave. 9.4Etp. m
SOUTH'BOUND.
26, Nashville-Chicago, lease 6:2G a. in.4
333, Nashville Accommodation, leave  7:1£4a. in.
" 206, Nashville-Evansville Mail, leave 6.15 p.
" 331, Hopkinsville-CairolAccomrnodationlarrive 9:45 p.
' VAL rs' -
'ROUTE ,
640a- m.
Note,!through service to and from Chicago, Mattoon, and Cairo, Ill
and Evansville, Ind., without change. All passenger trains run daily.







HE HAS THE BEST
STALLION:AND JACKS
Season will Commence March 20.


















11 You remember the hunger you had
—Home cooking counts for much











it with alum food by the use of poor ,baking powder.
Have a delicious, pure, homemade muffin, cake or biscuit ready when they
come in. To be sure of the purity, you must use
ROYALROARA
Real makes a difference in your home—a difference in. your health—.
a difference in your cooking.
ROYAL is absolut* Pure.
to: : • o •
. . 1 • .1% ••
FARMERS OF STATE ythe institute. aT'dil4 
hold
thel  POPULAR VOTEaleliry annual 
Dairymen's
increasing 
ins::: ianti,inso " eDlii
Muctrinterest is being shown in
advance of the meeting among the
delegates from the first and third i •
appellate court district* over the se- I
:WILL HOLD MEETING IN WIN- leetion of the member* from those I UNITED MINE WORKERS ELECT
districts on the state boaril of agri- I THEIR OFFICERS
culture, forestry an immigration. 1
W. T. Harris. of Union county, is
the sitting member from the First
district. He is being opposed for
election to the place by G. T. Bald- Officials Were Chosen in This Manner
win, of Henderson; J. B. Walker. ,
of Christian county, and (4. N. Mc- . For the First Time in the His-
Grew, of Livingstone county. Guth- ;
.rie Wilson, of Nelson county, is the ! tory of The District.
present member of the state board
for the Third appellate district. Op-
CHES fER FEB 26.
; J. B. Walker Candidate For Member
of State Board.—Delegates Ex-
pected From Every County.
State Agricultural Commissioner
' Hubert Vreelmnd has about complet
! ed arrangements for the holding of
the State Farmers' Institute meet-
ing, Which convenes at Shelbyville
on Fehuary low-. and is able to
: announce to th,, delegates and others
posing him for election are R.. It.
Oiltner, of Shelby county. and S. .
Brent, of Clinton connty. The dele-
gates front these two districts will
tneet•soine time during the state in-
sti re ' and select t new-
111PItt he rs o I he state ,hoard.
-40- • 0
• 
- secured an agreement with the Iil G REASEU CAN; desiring ro attf•nd that he has 
.
' Southern Passenger association of-
ficials for a railroad rate of one fare'
i 
plus twenty-live cents for 'the trip.
, To this time he has received assur- 1 AC TI1014
0 alle,4A from seventy counties that the !
local institutes will send delegates, i
1 rnd fully one hundred will be repre- I
- sented at the meeting.
During I he three days of the 'Feet-
lug an interesting . plogram Will
• be carried out, -the commissionor
having arranged with a number of
• well known lecturers on live topics I
to appear and speak to the delegates.
State Senator Charles Carroll and,
William A. Robinson, of Louisville,
have asked permission and will be
accorded time to present to the dele-
gates their views as to needed
amendments to the revenue and tax-
ation laws of the commonwealth.
Both are well versed on the sub-
ject, Mr. Robinson having several
• times appeared before the general
assembly when matters of taxation
were being considered The lectur-
ers secured and their subjects are as
follows:
-Organization, • the safeguard of
the farmers," ,Hon. Mortimer
Whitehead, of New jersey.
"The Need of Forest Conserva-
tion In Kentucky, ' H. M. Hale, of
• --the national department of forestry,
. • Washington.
"The Necessity For and How To
Secure Clean Milk," C. B. Lane, of
the national dairy department of
Agriculture, Washington.
"Beef Cattle and Alfalfa," Joseph
E. Wing, of.itechanicsbuag, Ohio.
"The Burley Tobacco Movement,"
Hon. W. A. Byron, of Bracken
county.
"Farm Sanitation," Dr. Arthur T.
McCormick, of Bowling Green.
pHoKED To DEATH
"Corn and its Culture„' C. G. U
/ Williams, of Wooster, 0.
"Dairy Cattle and Commercial
Fertilizer," Prof. M. A. Scovell, of
Kentucky experiment station.
•`What the Pure Food Law Means
To the Farmer," R. M. Allen, of the
Kentucky experiment station.
"The Purposes of the Kentucky
Breeding Bureau," Jouett Shouse,
of Lexington.
While the state institute is in Ses-
sion ti e Kentucky Swine Breeder's
association and the Kertucky
CENTRAL CITY, Ky., Feb. 21.—
One of the most important elections
that oecur in Muhlenberg county
was held in Central City Saturday
to select officers for district NO. 23,
United Mine Workers of America.
The district is composed .0.1 Muhlen
berg, Hopkins, Union, Webster,
Daviess, Henderson, Ohio, McLean
and Christian counties, so that • the
election affects the whole of western
Kentucky.
Returns show that W. J. Camp-
TAKEN BY FIRST NA- bell, of Drakesboro, was elected na-
tional board member; W. O. Smith,
of Central City,' president; J. T.
Mains, of Render, Ohio county, vice
president, a' rid C. M. Carter, of Cen-
tral City, secretary-treasurer. These
From Fifty to Seventy-Five. Thousand officers will commence their term of
Dollars And Surplus From Ten •office on April 1 of this year, and
continue In office for one year. Ev-
To Twenty-Five Thousand. cry man that handles a coal pick
• had,a voice in the election. Every
miner was furnished a ballot and
voted for the man he considers will
TIONAL BANK.
The stockholders of the First \a-
tional bank of Hopkinsville. Ky.,
met on the 20th inst., in accordance
with a call of the hoard of directors
and passed a resolution authorizing
the sale of $25,000 of new stock in the
bank at 069 per share, the premium
to be added to the Surplus of the
bank. This will give them a paid
up /capital of $75,000, and a surplus
of $25,000. We understand the most






ish Steamer, Berlin, was wrecked
today off the Hook of Holland.
One hundred and forty were drown-
ed. Only one man was siived.
LOUISVILLE, Kl".,Feb.21.—Mary
Satter, a colored waitress, was found
dead in bed today.' She had been
throttled to death and finger marks
I was visible on her throat.
Who is the woman who lived four
hundred and fifty years ago, whose
memory is so highly regarded by
her countrymen that they place
wreaths of flowers almost daily at
ner statue? See Stoddard Lectures.
make the best office'. In the past
the officers were elected hi eonven=
tion by delegate votes, but at the
last convention held in Louisville on
March '7,' 1906, it was decided by
a unanimous vote of the delegates
that it would be inure equitable, just
and satisfactory to leave the naming
of the officers to each and every
member of the union over the entire
district, making it a popular vote.
, Rising From the Grave.
A prominent manufacturer, Wm.
A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C., re-
lates a most remarkable experience.
He says:- "After taking less than
three bottles of Electric Bitters I
feei like one rising from the grave.
My trouble JsBright's Disease in the
Diabetes stage. I fully believe Elec-
tric Bitters will cure me ipermanent-
ly.for it has already stopped the liv-
er and bladder complications which
have troubled me for years." Price
60 cents' Guaranteed at Cook &
Higgiu's Main-St. Pharmacy and
J. 0. Cook's ah-St. Pharmacy.•
A liquid cold relief with a laxative
principle which drives out the cold
through a copious action of the bow-
els, and a healing principle which
lingers in the throat and stops the
cough—that is Kennedy's Laxative
Cough Syrup. Safe and sure in its
action; pleasant „. to take; aim con-
forms to National Pure Food and
Drug Law. Contains no opiates.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.




SINKING FORK ITEMS.- ; Mr. Walter Yancey and family
spent Sunday at Mr Toni Yancey's..
lho. Swan filled his regular ar-
pointment at the Christian church
Sunday.
•
Miss Ellen wood of Bethel College
visited relatives at this place last
week.
Mr. George Hill who. has been 1n4
Arizona fer nearly five ye rs has re-
turned home on a visit.
Mr. Winfield Wood accompanied
him to Hopkinsville. Their many
friends are very glad to have them
in our midst again.
Misses Addle and Ellie Warren of
Gracey were the pleasant guests of
Miss Dezzie Pendleton Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Weir'of Crofton will fill
his regular appointment at the Sink-
ing Fork Baptist church Saturday
and Sunday.
Misses Cornelia CaVanaugh and
Lena Guthrie were the guest.; of Mr.
and Mrs. Uric Cornelius Monday.
Mr. Clyde Cox of Cerulean was
seen going in the direc I m of Gracey
pike Sunday afternoon.
Mr.-Fred Cate, of Illinois, is visit-
ing his parents at this place.
Nils. Mary Burgess is- visiting at
the home of Mr. John b. Smith.
X s. Mary Coo nelius cf Bainbridge
is very sick at this writing.
Mn'. Elijah Stevens of Western'
Kentucky Asylum Was with his par-
ents at this place *Saturday night
and Sunday.
Miss Mina Wood is spending a few
days with Mrs.- L. M. Hill.
Mr. S. E. Miller of near Gracey
and Miss Amy Wood of Sinking
Fork were united in-the tio1y .eonds
of matrimony Feb. 14 at the home
of the bride, Rev. J. W. Spurlin of-
ficiated and. quite a number of
friends and relatives attended. The
attendants were Mrsses Fannie Hill
and Ellen Wood, Messrs Fred Size-
more and Tom Wood. Thh bride is -
the youngest daughter of. Mr. and
Mrs. 0. H. Wood and is a very at-
tractive and lovable young lady of
sixteen summers. The groom is a





As I have not seen anything from
"Rastus" for some time, I thought I
would write. As the roads are im-
proving, the people on R.F.D. No.6.
had quite a pleasant surprise Satur-
day when they saw Mr. Littlefield.
coming again with his smiling face
and letters from absent ones.
Mr. N. 0. King's family was the
pleasant guest of Mr. C. F. Gates Mrs. G.. Byron Rascoe, of Wallo-
[family Sunday. nits. Ky.. died last Friday night.
Mrs. Ida, Simmons who has been
on the sick list for some I inte, is ri-
perted some better.
Mr and Mrs. Willie Vinson, spent
Saturday nigh tand Sunday with Mr.
Rufus Harrison's family.
Mr.Luther Walker was in the city
Monday.
Mrs. Warner West is very low with
co isnmption.
Last Wednesday Mr. Neve Niel-
son had the miss fortune of getting a
fine mule fastened in a mudhole near
MrA.West's t ,re on ti-.e Greenville
road.
Miss. Myers Fruit spent Tunday
with Mrs. Helen Gates.
Mr. Charlie Underwood and his
sister, Carrie, were the guests of Mr.
N. C. King's family last Wednesday
night.




After so much bad weather aind
muddy roads, the. roads have at last
gotten in good condition for travel-
ing.
The farmdrs are beginning pre-
parations for another crop tobac-
co.
Miss Mable Dillman who has been
teaching at this place will close her
school Thursday.
Miss Vera J. White and Mr. Geo.
G. Peden will be married at the
home of the bride Wednesday night.
Mr. .George Mason who bought
the farm of Mrs. Lute Winfree was
badly hurt last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Shelton were
in town last Saturday. .
Mrs. Nannie Yancey of Casky has
been quite ill with grip but is some
better now.
Miss Bettie Jackson of Va., has
returned to her brother's, C.F.Jack-
sOn last Tuesday after a visit to
Messrs. Joe and Earnest Jackson,of
Pembroke.
Miss Lillie Mac.Green of this vi-
cinty left last week visit relaties at
Earlington. 
,
Mr.M.E King of your town visited
his parents near here last Saturday
and Sunday.
E. F. Jackson, Jr., of Pembroke
visited his father's family Sunday.
Rey. W. H. Vaughan will preach
at the Casky Baptist church every
first Sunday in each month at 11 a.
m., also Saturday at 3p. m. Every-
body cordially invited.
CERULEAN CHRONICLES.
FEBitt Art r 2'2, irPvi
•MINIMINOMM
Her remains were laid to rest in the
Levy Dunning burying ground
urday afternoon in the presence oft
large number of KorroWing friends. "to,
She left a husband alAd three chil-
dren, a mother and several brothers
and sisters to mourn her loss.
Mrs. Huffman, mother of Mrs. C.
E. Rawls of Cerulean, died last Sun-
day evephig at the residence of her
daughter. Her remains were car-
red on Monday to Springfield,
Tenn., for interment accompanied
by her two sons, Messrs. David and
Allen Huffman, of Tennessee.
The good roads advocates met at
Ceruleap on Monday night, Feb. 18,
and appointed a comMittee of three
on each of the six roads leading to
Cerulean to solicit subscriptions for
metaling and otherwise improving
said roads. The fiscal court has
heretofore appropriated two dollars
for each one paid by individuals for
improving roads. It is believed that
the court will do likewise • in this
case. They intend to begin in a sys-
tematic way to get a lot of work
done each year and finally to com-
pletely metal all of them. , It is be-
lieved that individuals will sub-
scribe from $50 to $160 on each road.
It is intended that the money sub-
scribed by any farmer or other Coun-
try resident or property owner shall
be used on road nearest to him, or
that be travel" most, if he so desires.
Quite a number of Cerulean resi-
dents will subscribe to fund for each
individual road. The surveyer of
each road is made chairman of com-











Because Hampton Fox is an At-
torney-at-Law and is the only
one in Hopkinsville who teach-
es the Benn Pitman system
with Court Reporting annnxed,
which not only prepares his pu-
pils for minor places, but to fill
official positions. Also teaches













Ladies Cloaks and Suits
Hall Price efonrtiarneYst 20Ladieso rSuitth $IrOCtolo$ak in
Half Price for all Childrens and MissesCloaks, worth $3 to 12.50
Half Price for Choice Entire
Stock Furs
J. H Anderson & Co.
. .•
-
•
